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Abstract
Abstract
The continuous growth of the network capacity demand drives the develop-
ment of the optical fiber networks. Since optical super-channels carrying multi-
Terabit/s transmissions are the next evolution of the optical links, future trans-
mitters and receivers systems will be required to handle vast volume of infor-
mation while maintaining reasonable power consumption and cost. In addition,
when point to point links are approaching the fundamental limit of standard
fiber, the efficient use of the entire transmission window for optical networks
will only be achieved through flexible super-channels compatible with flexible
optical nodes.
This thesis describes the research work carried out to investigate the future op-
tical systems that will support the Terabit era networks. All-optical systems are
presented, allowing for high spectral efficiency in future networks, from the
comb sources to the optical nodes. The following manuscript firstly reports
on the development of optical combs based on external modulators to provide
transmitters with a large number of optical carriers. Then, the implementation
of an experimental all-optical super-channel through the use of optical signals
and wavelength manipulations is described. Finally, a novel all-optical node
called Terabit Interferometric add, Drop, and Extract (TIDE) is presented. With
a management of the super-channel components in the optical domain, the op-
tical node offers transparency and flexibility while maintaining the high spectral
efficiency of the super-channel carrying links.
An optical frequency comb source was developed, generating a high quality 9
line comb with a spectral flatness < 0.3 dB and side-mode suppression ratio >
20 dB. A single Mach-Zehnder modulator was driven with a low power multi-
harmonic electrical signal. Furthermore, a large 36 line comb was obtained
by the addition of a two cascaded modulators comb source driven with a 90
GHz signal The implementation of an all-optical Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing (OFDM) super-channel, using a high quality single sideband
modulation scheme based on a dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator, allowed
for the development and test of the all-optical TIDE node. The interferometer
based structure was capable of managing (add, drop, and extract) channel from
a super-channel strictly in the optical domain. In this manuscript, we prove that
it is possible to extract channels even with overlapping spectrum super-channel
aggregation for both single and dual quadrature modulation formats.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Less than one century ago, humanity entered into an era, now dubbed the Infor-
mation Age, where seemingly infinite quantities of knowledge, data, and discus-
sion can be exchanged in an instant without limitation of geographic location.
Once supported by copper wires and wireless communications, the gargantuan
flow of information is nowadays mainly transferred through optical fibers [1,2].
The continuous growth of network capacity has been made possible with the im-
plementation of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems [3] and the
development of reconfigurable optical filters offering the option to select, di-
rect and remove particular wavelengths without affecting the rest of the signal
transported on the link [4,5]. By bringing optical channels closer and closer, sin-
gle optical fibers have been demonstrated to be able to carry tens of terabits of
data per second in point to point links [6] and terabit/s systems are commonly
deployed by operators. In addition, the development of high-speed electronics
opened the way for higher modulation formats such as QPSK and m-QAM [7].
As the number of channels rapidly increased, multi-wavelength light source sys-
tems, called Optical Frequency Comb (OFC) sources [8–10], have been devel-
oped to reduce the inventory and power consumption required for large num-
bers of lasers, along with the number of wavelength locking and stabilisation
circuitry. Then, the use of multi-wavelength sources paved the way for super-
channels carrying ultra dense WDM as the comb sources fixed the frequency
difference between adjacent channels. The rise of different types of super-
channel types, from Nyquist WDM to Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
1
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ing (OFDM), requires Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (ROADM)
technologies compatible with the difficult spectral manipulation of overlapping
channel spectra in the case of OFDM or highly rectangular spectra in the case
of Nyquist WDM. Furthermore, as the Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifers [11] have
shown for optical links, flexible all optical nodes [12] are needed to release the
optical link’s potential with the benefit of reducing the latency [13], the power
consumption [14], and the cost [15] by maintaining the difficult to upgrade
high-speed electronics at the edge of the network.
This thesis reports the investigations towards future flexible all optical networks
with the development of optical comb sources, all optical super-channel systems,
and finally all optical nodes compatible with the most challenging channel ag-
gregation type.
1.2 Motivation
The work reported in this thesis was motivated by the need to develop optical
systems capable of providing the future network capacity growth. The work was
focused on three points:
• Develop novel comb sources that offer large numbers of carriers for super-
channel generation using standard external modulator devices.
• Implement an experimental optical super-channel transmitter as a test bed
for future transmission, modulation format exploration and networking
experiments
• Implement an all-optical node for future optical super-channel routing in
high capacity networks
Fig.1.1 illustrates an optical node or ROADM with a set of channels passing
through, of which one is extracted i.e. removed from the link to be received
or transferred and a new one is added at the freed spectral position. Because
of the high channel density, the optical channel selection is incomplete and so
crosstalk from adjacent channels degrades the channel dropped and the channel
added. This figure hence illustrates the problem this work is considering with
on one hand a demand for a higher number of channels and rising spectral effi-
ciency, and on the other hand the capability to manage each individual channel
transiting on the network to reach an optimum use.
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Drop Add
Through
Figure 1.1: Concept of ROADM for ultra dense WDM links
1.3 Organization of the manuscript
The thesis is organized in three parts:
• The first part is centered on optical frequency comb generation using
electro-optic modulators, in different configurations from single Mach-
Zehnder modulators (MZM) driven by a single frequency microwave sig-
nal to cascaded modulators driven by multi-harmonic signals. This section
presents the first demonstration of a high quality 9 line comb source based
on a single MZM, and the extension to a flat 36 line comb using a hybrid
source [10].
• The second part is centered on the implementation of an experimental
All-Optical Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (AO-OFDM) car-
rying single and dual quadrature modulation format. The transmitter
is based on an odd/even structure supported by a dual-parallel Mach-
Zehnder modulator based frequency shifter. A full characterization of the
signal translation using the modulator was performed and reported [16].
In addition, a super-channel transmitter stabilisation circuit is described.
• The last part introduces the Terabit Interferometric Drop, Add, and Extract
(TIDE) multiplexer. A novel architecture for optical reconfigurable add,
drop multiplexer is described [17]. Preliminary simulations are shown be-
fore the first experimental implementation of an All-Optical node [18,19].
Each function of the optical ROADM is described and experimentally im-
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plemented. Finally, the node is used to replace one channel from an AO-
OFDM super-channel [20]. In this chapter, the first real-time implemen-
tation of an optical node capable of managing super-channels formed of
spectrally over-lapping channels is presented [21,22].
It is to be noted that many devices used in this work, as well as the optical
medium linear and non-linear effects, are thoroughly described and explained
in the literature, such as Agrawal Nonlinear Fiber Optics [23] and Fiber Optic
Communication System [24], Hui and O’Sullivan Fiber Optic Measurement Tech-
niques [25], Gnauck Optical phase-shift-keyed transmission [26], or Essiambre
Capacity limits of optical fiber networks [7]. Description will only be extended
when relevant to the understanding of the experiments reported.
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Chapter 2
Optical Comb Generators based on
an external modulator
We have seen in the previous chapter the trends toward the generation of super-
channel carriers using optical comb sources in order to reduce the quantity of
laser sources and stabilization systems associated with the transponder in addi-
tion to maintaining an exact frequency spacing between sub-channels.
Of particular importance is the potential role of an optical comb in the de-
velopment of transmitter units for advanced multi-carrier signal formats, i.e.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed signals (OFDM), considered for
next generation optical networks. In this context, it is important to take into
account the potential integration of the comb generator component in order to
obtain cost effective and compact transmitters [27,28].
In this chapter, we investigate comb sources based on external modulators as
a system delivering a high quality optical comb. In the first part of this chap-
ter, optical sideband generation is described for a standard balanced MZM. The
second part of this chapter is focused on the development of a multi-harmonic
comb generator as a source of an excellent quality comb. The third section
presents the extension of those results towards the generation of large numbers
of subcarriers as required for a high capacity super-channel.
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2.1 Single frequency driven external modulator
Future transmitters are expected to be used with multi-wavelength sources with
requirements such as equally distributed power between carriers, stable phase
relation between adjacent carriers and controlled frequency spacing. The ex-
ternal Mach-Zehnder modulators have very attractive features such as a bias
control coupled with a periodic transfer function allowing the control of the op-
tical comb generated spectral shape. They also offer flexibility in the control of
the line frequency spacing, the independence in the choice of the central wave-
length, as well as the potential for integration [29]. The spectral flatness defines
the homogenous power distribution between each subcarrier: an important in-
dicator as it dictates the need for a power flattening filter in the transmitter.
Similarly, the Side Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR) must be taken into account
for the design of the system to avoid the need to insert an optical bandpass filter
after the comb source to reduce the crosstalk with adjacent super-channels in
the case of dense flexible networking. The design of a optical transmitter is a
place of numerous trade-off in term of capacity, power consumption, prize, or
footprint to cite few. Optical comb sources are trading the flexibility of a bank
of laser for a smaller footprint, a smaller inventory, and a stable frequency spac-
ing between comb line per example. Small flatness and high value of SMSR
can reduce the requirement on pre-transmission filter that would equalize the
different channel to maintain similar performance over long distance and reject
the unwanted sideband so adjacent super-channel in the optical link are un-
affected. While flatness requirement is depending on the transmission, SMSR
greater than 20 dB can be considered a goal for an dense link with a ratio of the
optical power between the unwanted channel and the data carrying channels
lower than 1%. Furthermore, greater SMSR can optimize the gain capacity of
the link optical amplifiers by limiting the residual components and hence the
overall link OSNR budget. Similarly, the system design determines the amount
of insertion loss or OSNR degradation tolerated, and consequently the type of
comb source and the presence of EDFAs.
A Mach-Zehnder modulator driven by a sine wave signal creates symmetrical
sidebands on both sides of the optical carrier entering the device as demon-
strated below [30]. Let v(t) be a sinusoidal voltage applied to the modulator
and defined by ‘ as the bias voltage normalized to the voltage required to shift
the optical phase by ﬁ [31], – as the similarly normalized amplitude, and Ê the
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signal frequency:
v(t) = Vﬁ(1 + ‘) + –Vﬁ cos(Êt) (2.1)
then the field at the output of the intensity modulator is described as:
E(t) = cos
A
(ﬁ2 )
1
(1 + ‘) + – cos(Êt)
2B
cos(2ﬁ‚0t) (2.2)
where ‚0 is the optical carrier frequency.
In order to underline the sideband generation, equation 2.2 can be approxi-
mated as a finite series of Bessel functions (or an infinite series for an exact
approximation [32,33]) and for the first three pairs of sidebands presented as :
E(t) = 12J0(–
ﬁ
2 ) cos
1
ﬁ
2 (1 + ‘)
2
cos(2ﬁ‚0t)
≠J1(–ﬁ2 ) sin
1
ﬁ
2 (1 + ‘)
2
cos(2ﬁ‚0t± Êt)
≠J2(–ﬁ2 ) cos
1
ﬁ
2 (1 + ‘)
2
cos(2ﬁ‚0t± 2Êt)
+J3(–ﬁ2 ) sin
1
ﬁ
2 (1 + ‘)
2
cos(2ﬁ‚0t± 3Êt) + ... (2.3)
The new sidebands can be clearly observed from the components of equation
2.3 with a rigorous frequency spacing equal to integers of the driving signal
frequency and where the amplitude of the sideband is determined by the driv-
ing voltage through the Bessel function and the bias voltage through the first
trigonometric function of each term. With appropriate biasing, sidebands are
generated symmetrically on both sides of the modulated carrier, given by the ±
symbols in equation 2.3.
While phase modulators are also capable of generating optical combs [34, 35],
the lack of bias control make it impossible to obtain more than three comb
lines with a flatness lower than 6 dB. For example using a phase modulator, the
only degree of freedom available to control the comb shape is the normalized
amplitude – so a single equation can be resolved such as :
J0(–
ﬁ
2 ) cos(2ﬁ‚0t) = J1(–
ﬁ
2 ) cos(2ﬁ‚0t± Êt) (2.4)
When using MZMs, the additional control given by the bias voltage controlling
the optical path difference in the interferometric structure allows, from equation
2.3, for a rectangular spectrum consisting up to five lines. Consequently, by
controlling the drive signal power and the bias voltage, it is possible to tailor
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the optical comb produced. In the MZM case, the amplitude – is used to power
align the central component and the second order components, then the second
degree of freedom provided by the voltage bias ‘ is used to control a second
group of lines, here the first order components to equalized the comb lines.
Since there is no solution for J0(x) = J1(x) = J2(x) = J3(x), flat optical comb
larger than 5 lines requires supplementary degrees of freedom in the form of
additional devices for example.
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Figure 2.1: Three line comb generation simulation for a single MZM driven with
10 GHz signal for different driving amplitude. Top: VRF = 0.3Vﬁ and bottom
VRF = 0.7Vﬁ. Simulated resolution: 2 GHz, rectangular
Figure 2.1 is the result of simulations using VPI Transmission Maker where a
continuous signal was modulated by a 10 GHz signal through the transfer func-
tion of a standard MZM. The optical spectrum analyzer is emulated with a 2 GHz
rectangular resolution. The modulator was set to have 6 dB insertion loss and an
extinction ratio of 35 dB with the applied voltage normalized to the Vﬁ for both
the RF signal and the DC signal. The top spectrum of figure 2.1 is the output of
the MZM when driven with VRF = 0.3Vﬁ and the bottom spectrum was observed
for VRF = 0.7Vﬁ. It is interesting to observe the evolution of the spectrum when
a higher driving signal is applied to the modulator as stronger sidebands are
generated, broadening the comb spectrum. The lower power comb matches the
high quality criteria defined previously as the flatness and SMSR gives a rectan-
gular shape. However, in order to achieve equal power with a lower amplitude
signal, the modulator needs to be biased closer to the null point of the device
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transfer function to strongly attenuate the central carrier in order to match the
first order sidebands power.
As the driving signal is further increased in amplitude, a five line comb is gener-
ated as the broadest flat comb obtainable using a single MZM. The generation
of the 5 line comb can be understood from equation 2.3, where the bias voltage
‘ is clearly affecting every second sideband alternatively and the RF signal is
controlling the strength of the sidebands. The single driving signal-bias combi-
nation is consequently obtained when the optical power of the carrier and the
pair of second sidebands are equal and the bias is then tuned to align the pair
of first sidebands to observe a perfectly flat spectrum. Figure 2.2 illustrates the
result of this configuration with the simulation result at the top and the exper-
imental result at the bottom. The experiment was performed using a Fujitsu
LiNbO3 based modulator. The experimental comb obtained was characterized
by a spectral flatness of 0.53 dB and a side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) close
to 15 dB similar to the simulation that demonstrated 0.1 dB flatness and 14.9
dB SMSR.
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Figure 2.2: Five line comb generation simulation (top) and experimental (bot-
tom) for a single MZM driven with 10 GHz and 20 GHz signal respectively
While we have shown that single MZMs are good devices to generate a high
quality wide comb, it is common practice to extend the spectral width of the
comb generator by adding modulators in parallel [36–38] and/or in series [8,
39]. The use of additional devices is a source of limitations towards their imple-
mentation in telecom systems such as additional insertion losses, system com-
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plexity, and larger footprint. It however allows the drive power to be spread over
multiple devices to increase the total power tolerance [40] and offer additional
degrees of freedom to tailor the resulting comb.
In this section, we investigated the simplest comb source consisting of a sin-
gle amplitude modulator capable of generating a multi-wavelength signal with
constant phase relation and frequency locked subcarriers, equal power for each
of the channels and good differentiation between the comb and the unwanted
sidebands surrounding the comb.
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2.2 Multi-harmonic comb source
2.2.1 Concept
While standard techniques using external optical modulators drive the devices
with high RF power to generate optical comb lines, the work reported in this
section was focused on decreasing the complexity and power consumption of
such systems. When looking at the sideband generation from a MZM, the power
required to generate additional spectral components increases rapidly and of-
ten requires extra devices due to the input power tolerance and the damage
threshold of the modulators.
As wider combs are needed, the required electrical power per sideband gener-
ated increases. Another way to generate multiple carrier combs is to drive the
optical modulator with a series of signals with different frequencies [10,41–45].
Similar to previously described comb sources, a laser is used as a light source,
which is then injected into a MZM before being detected using an OSA for the
optical part, and an RF signal, originated from a local oscillator, is used to drive
the modulator. The main difference is that the RF signal is manipulated through
frequency multiplication, power splitting, and amplification to obtain a set of
RF harmonics.
Bias
MZMCW LASER
Pol. 
Control
OSA
Amp
λ
20 GHz
clock
10 GHz
clock
30 GHz
clock
40 GHz
clock
Figure 2.3: Multi-harmonic comb generation concept. On the left side:
schematic of a Mach-Zehnder modulator driven by an RF signal obtained by
the sum of four independent clock sources. On the right: Corresponding optical
spectrum at the output of the comb source centered on the laser wavelength,
sideband colors matching the driving signal RF component colors. For example,
the sidebands colored in orange are due to the 20 GHz signal injected to the
optical modulator
Figure 2.3 presents the ideas of the multi-harmonic comb generation where in-
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stead of applying a strong RF signal to the modulator, an electrical comb drives
the modulator at a fraction of the standard comb source power. Similar to the
three line comb shown previously in figure 2.1 in which a high quality comb
was obtained, each pair of sidebands is directly generated by the related RF
harmonic. The DC bias voltage predominantly controls the level of the central
carrier. In this scheme, the studies were aiming towards a power efficient rect-
angular shaped optical comb so that the amplitude of the driving signal was
constrained to a power level for which each electrical harmonic would generate
a 3 line comb if used independently. The low power mode used to generate
the multi-harmonic comb allows for high flexibility in the number of subcarriers
since the addition of RF harmonic would create only the corresponding side-
band, per example if additional carriers are required by the network manager.
It is to be noted that the use of high power driving signals to generate additional
comb lines where the drive signal comprises such a flat electrical comb resulted
in an unequal power distribution over the comb because of the highly complex
relationship between the sidebands generated by each RF harmonic.
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Figure 2.4: Flatness in dB of simulated 9 line comb driven by 4 harmonics of
equal power for different combination of bias voltage and driving voltage
Similar to the 3 line comb generator, the trade-off between comb quality and
output optical power is present in the multi-harmonic comb scheme. Figure
2.4 is the result of the Matlab simulation where the flatness of a 9 line comb
generated through a modulator driven by 4 RF harmonic, of equal power, was
determined as a function of the modulator bias voltage and the driver amplitude.
The lower right corner corresponds to the modulator being biased at null and
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little RF power is needed to match the sideband power to the carrier level. As the
driving power increases, more light is allowed through the device and so the bias
is moving away from the minimum transmission point. Because of the increase
of electrical power, combs generated by each harmonic are broadened and this
causes interference between different tributaries to occur at each sideband with
the consequence that the flatness degrades. Hence a trade off occurs, depending
on the system design, between the comb flatness that is optimum for low RF
amplitude and the lower insertion loss that is depending on the bias voltage. In
an ideal system, the multi-harmonic comb generator offers many control points,
as there are independent power and phase controls on each of the RF tributaries.
The amplitude control becomes useful for medium power driving the modulator
where the impact from the interference is of few dB whereas the phase control
is mandatory for high driving voltage since the interference at each sideband is
strong between the tributaries.
In this section, the concept of the multi-harmonic comb generation is presented
where an electrical comb is driving a optical frequency converter to generate
high quality optical combs for optical communications. A first implementation
is presented in the following subsections and we will discuss the different types
of electrical comb sources studied.
2.2.2 Step Recovery Diode based multi-harmonic
comb source
In the concept presented previously, the RF components used to drive the op-
tical modulator are presented as independent sources and fully controlled. In
order to reduce the inherent complexity of numerous electrical oscillators, here
the electrical comb source was generated from a single microwave clock source
using a step recovery diode (SRD) before driving an optical modulator. A step re-
covery diode is a semiconductor junction diode that has a special doping profile
such that it shows significant conduction when reversed biased. Like a normal
pn-diode, the SRD conducts when forward biased but continues for a short time
as stored charge is removed in the reverse cut-off region [46]. The fast transition
in the current characterizes the SRD and is the source of a narrow pulse train in
the time domain and a richer spectrum in the frequency domain. It is commonly
used as an electronic multiplier, comb generator and pulse sharpener. In this ex-
periment, a non-standard frequency SRD [47] driven by a well power controlled
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the comb generator based on a SRD electrical harmonic
source. Triangle: electrical amplifier, trapezoid: frequency interleaver, square:
RF power divider
10 GHz signal from a clock source generated harmonics equally spaced by 10
GHz. Because of the bandwidth limitation of the RF spectrum analyzer, cables,
modulator, and amplifier, the first three harmonics obtained were studied and
manipulated. The electrical system displayed in figure 2.5 was set such that the
original clock signal was amplified up to 27 dBm, the maximum power tolerated
by the SRD. The output signal was made up of a set of 10, 20, 30, and 40 GHz
components, with a strong power roll-off as the frequency increases.
The electrical comb was then carried through an appropriate high bandwidth
cable to the input of an electrical dis-interleaver, which has the function to sep-
arate each RF component. By appropriate attenuation and recombination of the
different signals using power combiners, the output of the network of RF ca-
bles gave a set of equal power RF harmonics. Few dB power adjustment was
added during the amplification with the three stage device before applying the
electrical comb to the optical modulator.
The electrical power of the RF components has been measured using a 30 Hz
to 50 GHz Agilent RF spectrum analyzer, set with a span of a 1 MHz. The
different levels are displayed in figure 2.6. The output of SRD when driven
with a 27 dBm 10 GHz signal produced the harmonics with decreasing power
with frequency. Since the difference of power between components is close
to 6 dB, the cascaded structure of power combiners delivered relatively equal
power for each component before the driving amplifier. The three stage nature
of the amplifier used (a broadband 50 GHz Centellax device) allowed for some
frequency response control so the electrical comb at the output of the amplifier
is within 2 dB of the target pre-emphasis required to match with the frequency
response of the optical modulator, as well as the attenuation consequent of the
cable bandwidth. The resulting optical spectrum is presented in figure 2.7 which
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Figure 2.6: RF spectrum from the electrical signal at different point in the
electrical comb source circuitry. Before amplifier: input of amplifier with pre-
emphasis to compensate for SRD roll-off. After amplifier: output including am-
plifier bias adjustment. Values for optimized optical comb and stepped back
through system
is the spectrum of the experimental implementation of the concept where 4 RF
components are applied to a MZM device to generate a high quality optical
comb.
The low power from the electrical signal, approximately a third of the modulator
Vﬁ,RF , generated a high quality optical comb by generating strong first sidebands
and weak secondary sidebands for each frequency. Near perfect flatness was
consequently observed at 0.3 dB along with an SMSR of 20.4 dB. Higher levels
of control could easily be added to the electrical comb source by modifying
the RF combination from passive to active system in which each component is
allocated an individual electrical amplifier. In this section, the first iteration
of the multi-harmonic comb generator is implemented, based on an electrical
comb source SRD. However, the use of the SRD required a high power driving
signal with a very accurate power control as the diode is highly sensitive and
has no tolerance to excessive power. The required performance could only be
obtained by driving the SRD within 0.5 dB of the damage threshold.
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Figure 2.7: Optical spectrum of multi-harmonic comb generated using an SRD
as electrical source
2.2.3 Up-conversion technique for multi-harmonic
comb generation
In this experiment, we implement a different RF system in order to reduce the
total supplied power. While the use of an SRD and dis-interleaver electrical
comb source is suitable for a large number of lines (2.5GHz spaced comb line
over 40GHz per example), the up-conversion technique described here requires
less total supplied power. The 10 GHz 4 line electrical comb source was gen-
erated from single clock source followed by a frequency multiplier conjointly
with a broadband mixer. The 10 GHz RF signal issued from the oscillator was
branched into two paths. One part of the signal was frequency multiplied by a
factor of three in order to obtain a 30 GHz signal that would then be mixed with
the second part of the 10 GHz signal. At the output of the mixer 20 GHz and 40
GHz signals are generated. Passive attenuators and biased mixer were included
in order to allow some of the original 10 GHz and 30 GHz to be transferred and
to consequently obtain a set of 4 equally spaced frequencies of equal powers.
The schematic in figure 2.8 shows two important components as a frequency
multiplier and a broadband mixer. The broadband mixer is performing a non-
linear process equivalent to a multiplication of the signals at its two input ports.
As result, the output is a signal of frequency equal to the composite of the sum
of the two input signal frequencies as well as the their difference. Formally, if f1
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the comb generator based the up-conversion electrical
harmonic source. Inverted T: RF power divider, x3: frequency multiplier
represents the frequencies contained in the signal in port 1 and f2 representing
similarly the frequencies at port 2 then the signal observed at the output is:
cos(f1t) ú cos(f2t) = 12 ú (cos((f2 + f1)t) + cos((f2 ≠ f1)t)) (2.5)
As the mixer down or up converts the electrical signals from one carrier fre-
quency to another, the RF comb generation scheme described here is referred as
an up-conversion technique to differentiate it from the SRD solution described
in section 2.2.2.
Figure 2.9: RF spectrum from the electrical comb using the up-conversion tech-
nique
The electrical power of the signal RF component applied to the modulator was
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measured as 3.7, 2.3, 3.8, and 3.2 dBm for the 10, 20, 30, and 40 GHz har-
monics respectively. The overall signal applied to the modulator is hence lower
than 10 mW whereas standard comb generators either drive the modulator with
the highest power tolerated (≥1W) and/or spread the driving power through
additional optical devices [39]. Furthermore, the electrical generation of the
harmonics is in this case requiring a small amount of power with only two ac-
tive devices: the frequency multiplier and the three stage electrical amplifier.
When compared with standard comb sources, the electrical amplifier trades off
a low gain and low output power for a broad bandwidth.
If the power consumption is considered for the electrical part of the optical comb
generator, the original clock source was providing a 10 dBm 10 GHz signal, of
which a portion was frequency tripled using an active discrete frequency multi-
plier drawing 0.6 W from the power supply. The three stage electrical amplifier
driving the optical modulator required less than 3.4 W from the power supply
as a result of the low power needed at the input of the MZM.
The electrical comb was applied to the MZM device and the resulting optical
comb is presented in figure 2.10. The generated optical comb showed a spectral
flatness of 0.3dB and a SMSR better than 16dB. While the flatness was the same
than the previous SRD implementation, the SMSR was a few dB lower due to a
higher amplitude drive signal. Lower unwanted sidebands can be obtained by
reducing the electrical power at the output of the drive amplifier, as the second
order sidebands degrading the SMSR would be of lower intensity.
The up-converter scheme was implemented in order to demonstrate it as a po-
tential source of electrical comb compatible with the multi-harmonic comb gen-
erator scheme, it has the advantage of higher power efficiency compared to the
SRD technique. In either case, a high quality 9 line comb was generated with
excellent flatness and high side mode suppression ratio.
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Figure 2.10: Optical spectrum of the optical comb generated using the up-
converter multi-harmonic scheme
2.3 Hybrid comb generation
While the comb generator described in the previous section would be a capa-
ble source for a 400Gb/s transceiver assuming PM-QPSK modulation format
(9*2*22.3 Gbit/s), optical network providers are investigating multi terabit/s
super-channels. The multi-harmonic technique presented in the previous parts
is limited by the electrical bandwidth of the optical modulator, in this section
the output of the up-converter comb source is used as a laser source to a second
comb generator composed of two polarization modulators in cascade. In this
experiment, an optical comb with a narrow frequency spacing was used as an
optical input for a large frequency spacing comb source. The first one being
the 9 line multi-harmonic comb and the second being a 90 GHz spacing comb
obtained from two cascaded MZMs.
A comb source composed of two cascaded modulators each of them driven by
45 GHz signals is capable of generating seven flat comb lines. The two cascaded
amplitude modulators had been extensively investigated by Healy et al. [8]
when the system had been implemented. A downside of using such widely
spaced comb lines is that in order to use a high spectral efficiency format, like
OFDM for example, the data channels need to be modulated at a high baud rate
for which transmitters are not widely available, in addition to altering the gran-
ularity of the network. Using higher numbers of lower speed sub-channels im-
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prove the flexibility as well as maintaining total throughput through sub-channel
aggregation [48]. The combination of the nine line comb source with the wide
comb source offers a high number of sub-channel carriers of high quality. In
order to use the 9 line comb as the seed light source for the cascaded modu-
lators, it is easy to see the need for a comb spacing for the second comb gen-
erator equal or larger than the bandwidth of the original comb. Consequently,
the second comb generator would require a spacing greater than the 90 GHz
bandwidth of the multi-harmonic generator. However, such a high microwave
frequency is difficult to obtain, amplify, and transmit. The approach presented
here entails frequency doubling using an optical modulator by suppressing every
second comb line by biasing either at the null or at the peak, so that a 45 GHz
driven comb generator provides a 90 GHz spaced optical comb,as depicted in
figure 2.11. While the cascaded modulators can provide seven lines separated
Frequency Spacing: 45 GHz
λ
a
Frequency Spacing: 90 GHz
λ
b
Frequency Spacing: 10 GHz
λ
c d
Figure 2.11: Schematic description of the hybrid comb. a) 7 line comb source
generated from cascaded optical modulators. b) Suppression of every second
line by appropriate biasing of the modulators (at null). c) 36 line comb from
the hybrid comb source (Colors represent component associated with RF fre-
quencies from the multi-harmonic comb generator, as presented by Fig.2.3). d)
Experimental optical spectrum of the 4 line comb obtained from the cascaded
comb source with twice the frequency spacing with the multi-harmonic comb
source switched off.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of the hybrid comb generator, with the multi-harmonic
comb source as first comb source and two cascaded MZM as comb extension
by 45 GHz, the modulators were biased at null so the even components of the
comb were suppressed, as the optical spectrum analyzer shows in figure 2.11d
for a CW signal at the input.
Figure 2.13: Optical spectrum of the 36 line comb generated using the hybrid
comb source
The experimental scheme is shown in figure 2.12. The two comb architectures
were synchronized by using an active frequency multiplier so that a single 10
GHz clock source was feeding the comb generators and consequently the fre-
quency spacing between comb lines was kept constant. The output of the hy-
brid comb generator is shown in figure 2.13 with neat rectangular shape. The
flatness was measured to be 1.2 dB and the SMSR greater than 10 dB for a 36
line 10 GHz spacing.
Fig.2.14 shows the measurement made using a broadband photodiode con-
nected to a RF spectrum analyzer of the 36 line comb. The four initial harmonics
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Figure 2.14: Electrical spectra of the 36 line comb output. Resolution band-
width: 10 kHz (Insert: 1 kHz)
were clearly observable at the frequencies 10, 20, 30, and 40 GHz, confirming
the maintained frequency spacing. Additional 5 GHz components were present
due to the limited extinction ratio of the unwanted component of the 45 GHz
comb. Indeed, from Fig.2.11d, it can be seen that the unwanted side-modes
were suppressed by 15 dB. The unwanted 5 GHz components could be removed
further by inserting a delay line interferometer of free spectral range (FSR) of
10 GHz or by employing higher extinction ratio MZMs.
By re-biasing at peak the 45 GHz comb modulators, the number of comb lines
was extended to 45 through a 5 line frequency doubled comb as presented in
figure 2.15. While the 9 additional comb lines had been obtained, poor flatness
performance was demonstrated at 6.4 dB whereas the SMSR maintained a good
14.7 dB. The strong roll-off was due to the maximum input power tolerated by
the second stage optical modulators (<28 dBm) and the spectrum was acquired
for driving voltage at the damage limit given by the manufacturer. An appropri-
ate electrical amplifier and low Vﬁ modulator would make possible a larger flat
comb as described in [8]. In the case represented by figure 2.15, the cascaded
MZM comb source was set to generate a 9 line comb, and with the appropri-
ate biasing at a peak transmission of the modulators, a 5 line comb of 90 GHz
frequency spacing was achieved.
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Figure 2.15: Optical spectrum of the 45 line comb generated using the hybrid
comb source. First stage composed of the 9 line comb generated by the multi-
harmonic comb generator, second stage composed of two cascaded modulators
2.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the comb generation mechanism for external modulator based
sources has been presented, to underline the limit of a single frequency driving
signal. A new concept, the multi-harmonic comb generation, was described as
well as implemented in different ways in order to obtain a power efficient high
quality comb source for future integrated transceivers. Even through the 9 line
comb generated using the multi-harmonic source was based on a single drive
MZM, SMSR and flatness were found to be higher than experiments reported
based on more advanced devices [37, 41, 45, 49–51]. Further investigations
were carried out to obtain high quality broad comb sources for multi-Terabit per
second transmission and a 36 line comb source was demonstrated [10].
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Chapter 3
Experimental Implementation of a
AO-OFDM Super-channel
In this chapter, we consider the implementation of an experimental All-Optical
OFDM transmitter. Firstly, we consider the optical OFDM transmission format
and through Matlab simulation identify the limiting parameters. Following the
preliminary simulation, the experimental implementation of an odd/even super-
channel emulator is reported. The experimental super-channel generated is then
studied and a stabilization circuit is added to the transmitter.
3.1 All-Optical Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is an extension of Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) where with certain conditions a channel is
theoretically not affected by the adjacent channels. While in WDM the channels
are simply separated by large guard band, in OFDM the spectrum of a chan-
nel overlaps with the spectrum of adjacent channels. In the condition that the
channel spacing is strictly equal to the symbol-rate, the crosstalk due to adjacent
channels is reduced and thus channels can be transmitted in a very spectrally ef-
ficient way [52–58]. All-Optical OFDM (AO-OFDM) is the aggregation of single
carrier channels with a separation equal to the symbol-rate and a sinc-function
matched filter. The attainment of these two conditions is the condition required
for orthogonality between adjacent channels and thus crosstalk free transmis-
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sion. For non-ideal match filters, the optical carriers generated by optical comb
sources are used in order to obtain constant relative phase between adjacent
channels.
The Matlab environment was developed in order to gain understanding of the
limitations and requirement of AO-OFDM. The program was simulating eight
channels single polarization AO-OFDM modulated with BPSK at a rate of 10
Gb/s. Eight independent 214 bit long patterns generated by a random function
were up-sampled by a factor 32. A coherent receiver was emulated, limited by
a Gaussian filter with a bandwidth equal to twice the baud rate representing
the electrical bandwidth of the photodiodes and electronics. The received signal
was retimed and phase compensated using standard algorithms [59]. Noise
loading with additive white gaussian noise was obtained by modifying the noise
spectral density N0 in order to investigate the impact of optical signal to noise
ratio (OSNR) per subcarrier [60].
N0 =
Paverage
(OSNR úBref úNsubcarrier) (3.1)
where the OSNR is the ratio required, Paverage is the total average power of all
sub-carriers, Nsubcarrier the number of subcarriers, and Bref is the commonly
taken equivalent to the 0.1 nm resolution bandwidth at a wavelength of 1550
nm. The subcarrier to be received was selected using the transfer function of
three cascaded delay line interferometers (DLI) as an approximation to the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) derived in [61].
Hp =
Norder≠1Ÿ
p=0
(1 + exp(≠i(Ê ≠ Ê0)Tp + Ïp))
2 (3.2)
withHp as filter transfer function, Norder as the FFT order, Ê as optical frequency,
Ê0 as filter center, Tp the time delay defined as:
Tp =
T
2Norder≠p (3.3)
and Ïp the phase shift defined as:
Ïp =
2mﬁ
2Norder≠p (3.4)
For a high order FFT filter, the transfer function is converging toward the sinc
function which is the ideal match filter for AO-OFDM.
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The Bit Error Rate was determined using the Monte Carlo method where mul-
tiple sets of data were simulated until the standard deviation relative to the
BER value was lower than 0.1 [62]. Diverse variables were used to test the
performance such as the relative phase difference between subcarrier, OSNR,
transmitter rise time, demultiplex filter and the receiver bandwidth. Fig.3.1
illustrates the transmitter bandwidth limitations as a function of the phase rela-
tion between adjacent subcarriers and the subsequent impact via the minimum
required OSNR to achieve a BER of 5 ú 10≠4.
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Figure 3.1: Impact on required OSNR of relative phase between adjacent sub-
carriers and transmitter bandwidth on All-Optical OFDM. Points are connected
to highlight the phase difference impact
The super-channel transmission performances are dependent on the orthogonal-
ity conditions that allows channel to be spectrally overlapping without crosstalk.
While the frequency spacing equal to the baud rate condition is obtained by
using an optical comb, and hence not considered during this simulations, the
transmitter matched filter implementation is limited. In the case of an OFDM
super-channel, the ideal matched filter is a sinc function in the spectral domain,
and similarly a rectangular pulse in the time domain. When the rise time of the
pulse increases, the frequency response deviates from the match filter and the
orthogonality is degraded. Consequently, the crosstalk due to the adjacent chan-
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nels degrades the performance of the channel under consideration. In Fig.3.1,
as the rise time increases, the penalty due to such loss of orthogonality is illus-
trated by a higher OSNR requirement. Typical systems deliver bandwidth large
enough to have rise time in the range of 20 % of the bit period.
Furthermore, for poorly matched transmitter, for example in the case of a rise
time greater than 40 % of the bit period, the phase relation between adjacent
channels has a large impact on the required OSNR with optima when the phase
difference is ±ﬁ. Large bandwidth transmitters can be implemented without
phase control and maintain constant performances. In addition, it is to be noted
that the phase control crosstalk mitigation is optimum for single quadrature
modulation format such as BPSK [63] and has a lower impact in dual quadra-
ture format.
Similarly to the transmitter, the demultiplexing of an embedded channel is de-
pendent on the quality of the matched filter. If a perfectly sinc shaped chan-
nel is demultiplexed from the super-channel by a coarse approximation of the
matched filter, then the phase control is then a tool to optimize the performance.
Finally, the simulation results confirm the degradation of performance when a
sharp transition cannot be achieved. Furthermore it also shows the potential
improvement in OSNR requirement provided by the control of the optical phase
between subcarriers.
3.2 Odd/Even comb source for experimental
super-channel transmitter
Optical frequency comb sources are commonly used as the platform for optical
OFDM generation due to their inherent match with the orthogonal frequency
spacing along with a constant phase relation between subcarriers.
In this section, the transmitter set up used in this thesis will be described from
the comb source used to emulate the super-channel carriers to the structure
providing channel data different to the adjacent ones. Firstly, the concept of the
odd/even comb source is described. This is followed by an extensive look at the
critical Frequency Shifting function used, which was based on a Dual-Parallel
Mach-Zehnder modulator. Then the comb source and the odd/even structure
are combined to generate the set of carriers that support the experimental super-
channel.
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3.2.1 Odd/Even comb source concept
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Figure 3.2: Schemes for transmitter emulation. A) Realistic transmitter: differ-
ent data per channels, B) Experimental emulator: odd/even channels from two
data modulators, and C) Experimental emulator for this super-channel: optical
comb source and frequency shifting function based odd/even structure requiring
a single data modulator. Inserts represent the steps to generate an experimental
6 channel super-channel as used in [64].
Due to the limited availability of equipment in a laboratory environment, it is
common to emulate a super-channel transmission system by employing a single
channel source before duplicating the signal by assigning it to multiple carri-
ers [65–69]. While a high number of decorrelated data patterns would give
a most realistic transmission performance [70, 71], only a few sets of data are
generally used such as in the odd/even configuration where every second car-
rier is supporting the same data, as shown by Fig.3.2 B). While the experiments
presented in these two papers [72] and [63] show that using only two chan-
nels gives a slightly optimistic performance, transmitter emulation using only
two independent data paths still allows for useful preliminary proof of concept
experiments, especially when the experimental implementation is in support of
extensive numerical simulations using fully independent channels, as presented
here. The transmitter developed in this chapter is similar to the system pre-
sented in [63] as the relative phase of adjacent subcarriers are controlled, as
developed in section 3.3.2. In this experiment, the comb source was based on a
combination of a first stage 5 line comb source using a single MZM and a second
stage Frequency Shifting based odd/even structure as illustrated by Fig.3.2 C).
This structure requires a single data modulator and hence is a simplification of
the standard emulators that are based on two high quality data transmitters and
periodic filters.
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Fig.3.3 presents the experimental implementation. Firstly, the MZM was driven,
with approximately 2 Vﬁ, by a 20 GHz sine wave and biased to generate a
20 GHz spaced five line comb, to obtain five channels. In order to maintain
strict frequency spacing between channels, the same 10 GHz RF master clock
source was used throughout the system. An additional five channels, frequency
shifted by 10 GHz were generated using a parallel path structure. The first arm
of this structure contained an optical frequency shifter, using a dual-parallel
MZM driven by the electrical signal frequency provided by the system clock
source [73]. The unshifted frequency and negatively shifted components after
the frequency conversion were suppressed by more than 30 dB with respect to
the positive frequency shifted channels [16]. The second arm contained an at-
tenuator, a polarization controller, an optical delay line, and an optical phase
shifter. The two arms were recombined, interleaving the two sets of five chan-
nels to form the ten line AO-OFDM transmitter. The two arms were mismatched
by a strict integer number of bit periods by adding fiber in one arm to ensure
time alignment but decorrelated data patterns (the fiber length equivalent of
5 bit periods). In addition, the two paths were polarization aligned and power
equalized. An additional polarization beam splitter was positioned at the output
of the AO-OFDM transmitter in order to guarantee polarization alignment of the
odd and even sub-channels.
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the experimental OFDM transmitter based on single
channel transmitter (MZM driven by the pattern generator), optical comb source
((A), MZM driven by a doubled frequency clock), and odd/even structure (B).
Polarization controllers not pictured for clarity. Black and red lines signify opti-
cal and electrical paths respectively. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, Att.: op-
tical attenuator, DL: optical tunable delay line, IQ: Dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder
modulator (Frequency shifter), Ï: tunable electrical phase shifter, triangles rep-
resent optical or electrical amplifiers. Stabilization circuit described in 3.3.2
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3.2.2 Frequency shifting
The 5 line comb source based on a MZM was described in the second chapter
of this manuscript (point A in Fig.3.3). Here we describe the frequency shifting
function represented by an IQ modulator at point B in Fig.3.3. The concept
of external modulator based frequency shifting is presented and conceptually
explained. Further the experimental implementation and testing is carried out
using commercially available devices. Finally, the long term stabilization of the
frequency conversion is observed and maintained with the implementation of a
phase locked loop feedback circuitry.
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Figure 3.4: SSB-SC concept using DP-MZM
The frequency shifting of an optical signal can be obtained by interferometrically
beating two identical three line combs with a specific phase difference such as
only one carrier is maintained after carrier suppression, as shown by figure 3.4.
The experimental implementation of the carrier suppressed frequency shifting
was initially done using a commercially available JDSU DPMZ modulator. The
device had sub-MZM extinction ratios above 25 dB, and Vﬁ of 5.2 V, 4.5 V, and 6
V for the RF electrodes, the bias electrodes, and the phase electrode respectively.
The RF bandwidth of the modulator was 16 GHz. The electrical microwave sig-
nal originated from a Centellax clock synthesizer with a bandwidth of 13 GHz,
before being filtered using a bandpass electrical filter with a transmission win-
dow from 8 to 11.5 GHz in order to reduce any additional unwanted frequency
components. The RF signal was then amplified using an SHF broadband ampli-
fier with a bandwidth of 70 kHz - 15 GHz and saturation power of 26 dBm. The
microwave signal was then split in two parts to be applied to the two RF inputs
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of the DPMZM, with phase control on one of the path. The RF signal applied
to the sub-MZM was formed of 10 GHz, 20 GHz and 30 GHz frequencies with
power measured as 16.8 dBm, -27.2 dBm, and -51.2 dBm respectively that in-
dicate a clean driving signal and consequently a sideband generation limited to
the fundamental 10 GHz contribution.
Figure 3.5: Optical spectrum of 10 GHz SSB-SC generated signal. Optimized
(solid line), non-optimized (dashed line), input optical carrier (dotted line)
Fig.3.5 is the optical spectrum at the output of the DPMZM tuned as a frequency
shifting device. The dotted line represents the optical signal at the input of the
modulator. The dashed line and the continuous line are the translated optical
signal.
The frequency shift was equal to the 10 GHz driving frequency and the remain-
ing unwanted sidebands are equally spaced too. As the electrical and optical
phase delays were both equal to ﬁ/2, the symmetry around the carrier is bro-
ken and one of the sidebands is suppressed, as shown with dashed lines in
figure 3.5. In addition, when the two sub-MZM are accurately biased at the null
(within the 10mV resolution of the power supplies used), the resulting spectrum
is then carrier suppressed. The resulting spectrum is described as optimized in
figure 3.5, when the polarization was aligned with the modulator axis, the car-
rier suppressed by biasing at null both of the sub-MZMs, the RF powers driving
the sub-MZM were balanced (within 0.1dB), and the two phase variables were
properly set. The performance of the frequency shift can be defined by two
factors, illustrated in Fig.3.5:
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• the Extinction Ratio (ER), describing the difference of power between the
translated and the original signals
• the Side Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR), describing the difference of
power between the translated signal and any other unwanted components
generated during the frequency shifting.
For a 16.8 dBm RF driving power applied to each of the two parallels MZMs,
and with corresponding bias voltages of 3.3 V and 6.2 V respectively, the per-
formance observed with this modulator were a high ER of 39 dB and a SMSR of
38.1 dB, delivering a clear frequency shift.
Figure 3.6: SSB generation at different shift frequencies: blue shift (filled sym-
bol), red shift (open symbols). Driving voltage fine tuned to follow the modula-
tor RF transfer function
To determine the applicability for further implementation in an optical trans-
mitter or network sub-system, the flexibility of the frequency shifter system was
investigated. Firstly, Fig.3.6 depicts the results of the corresponding ER and
SMSR measurements against the RF driving frequency with either blue or red
shifting of the generated SSB signal with respect to the input optical carrier. ER
values above 35 dB were obtained for frequencies higher than 9 GHz, approach-
ing even 50 dB at 12 GHz. The limited resolution bandwidth of our optical
spectrum analyzer (≥0.02 nm) did not allow accurate measurements below 8
GHz. The SMSR performance seems to be more dependent on the characteris-
tics of the DP-MZM as it follows the frequency response of the modulator and
decreases with frequencies above 10 GHz. All the measured SMSR values were
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nonetheless above 20 dB. The difference between blue and red shift are believed
to be due to phase misalignment and/or notches in the frequency response of
the sub-MZMs.
Figure 3.7: SSB-SC generation over C-band. Optical spectra and corresponding
ER and SMSR values
Secondly, the optical frequency tunability has been tested through a scan of
the communication transmission C-band spreading from 1530 nm to 1565 nm.
Measurements have been taken every 100 GHz following the ITU-grid using a
tunable laser source of linewidth lower than MHz. The frequency shifting was
equal to 10 GHz and only tuning of the bias voltages (<100mV) was performed
to maintain optimum performance. As the modulator is designed for the whole
transmission window, the ER and SMSR values were consistent for each data
point across the C-band. Nevertheless, a drop in the SMSR is noticed in the
lower part of the spectrum. Fig. 3.7 shows that the minimum values are still
above 35 dB for the ER and SMSR. A very stable output optical power for the
generated SSB tones was also observed.
While the RF frequency change performance measured is inherently related
to the particular frequency response of the modulator used, it is to be noted
that the experimental device is a commercially available component initially
designed for data modulation. Multiple configurations can be investigated to
design a specialized component that produces ER and SMSR greater than 50 dB
over a wide range of electrical and optical frequencies [74]. Such high values
are only required in particular cases, later in this chapter, Fig.3.12 shows that
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an ER greater than 20 dB is sufficient for the super-channel implementation.
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Active stabilization of single drive dual-
parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator for single 
sideband signal generation 
 
S. J. Fabbri, C. O’Riordan, S. Sygletos and A. D. Ellis 
 
We present a study on a single-drive dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder 
Modulator (DP-MZM) implementation as single side-band suppressed 
carrier (SSB-SC) generator.  High values of both extinction ratio (ER) 
and side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) were obtained at different 
modulation frequencies over the C-band. In addition, a stabilisation loop 
had been developed to preserve the SSB generation over time. 
 
Introduction: The exploding bandwidth demand in optical networks is 
favouring technologies that promise a better exploitation of the fibre’s 
available transmission spectrum [1]. In this respect, Single Side-Band 
modulation (SSB), can be highly attractive as it provides a path to 
enhance overall spectral efficiency of future optical systems by 
allowing the transmission of one of the two signal sidebands [2]. At low 
bitrates, the generation of an SSB signal can be readily achieved by an 
electronic implementation of the Hilbert transformer. However, at high 
bitrates electronics cannot follow and all-optical methods are preferred. 
Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) and Mach-Zehnder Interferometer based 
optical filtering schemes have been recently proposed to realize the 
single side-band suppression [3-6] in the optical domain. However, such 
schemes are designed to operate at fixed bitrates, and for narrowband 
signal selection they result in poor ER and SMSR. LiNb03 optical 
modulators, on the other hand, have enabled more bit-rate flexible 
schemes for SSB generation [7,8]. Nevertheless, their practical 
application in optical transmitter units has been limited by the drifting 
behaviour of the modulator, as even minor deviations from their 
optimum operating point degrade heavily their performance. 
In this letter we have proposed and implemented a stabilized single 
sideband signal generation scheme, combining a dual parallel MZM 
modulator with electronic feedback to obtain high performance merits 
over a long period of time. Furthermore we have investigated the 
behaviour of the scheme for different modulatio  frequ ncies and 
across the C-band. 
 
Fig. 1 Experimental setup of the DP-MZM scheme with the proposed 
stabilisation for the generation of an SSB-SC optical signal  
Fig. 2 Optical spectrum of a 10 GHz SSB-SC generated signal: 
optimised (solid line), not-optimised (dash) and input optical carrier 
(dot)   
 
Experiment: The experimental setup of the DP-MZM with active 
stabilization for the generation of a high quality optical single sideband 
suppressed carrier (SSB-SC) signal is illustrated in Fig.1. The DP-MZM 
was fed by a continuous wave optical signal at λcw=1552.5 nm emitted 
by a wavelength tunable external cavity laser (ECL). The two parallel 
MZMs were driven by an RF clock that originated from a common 
source. A phase shifter in one of the two RF paths ensured control of 
the relative phase difference between the two driving signals. Each 
MZM generated an optical frequency comb with sub-carrier spacing 
equal to the RF driving frequency. The two combs interfered 
destructively at the output port of the DP–MZM, creating the SSB-SC 
modulation when a π/2 phase difference existed between the two RF 
driving signals. This required also that the two parallel MZMs operated 
at the null point, along with an additional π/2 phase difference 
introduced in the optical path between the two arms of the DP-MZM. 
Fig. 2 depicts the optical spectrum of an SSB-SC signal at 10 GHz, 
along with the spectrum of the input optical carrier, for optimized 
operating conditions of the DP-MZM. These have been achieved for 
16.8 dBm RF driving power applied on each its two parallel MZM, and 
with corresponding bias voltages of VMZM_A: 3.289 Volts and VMZM_B: 
6.213 Volts. A high ER of 38.95dB and a SMSR of 38.13dB were 
obtained.  
Any drift from the optimum biasing points of the two modulators 
i.e. due to environmentally induced temperature variations, could affect 
the suppression of the input optical carrier at λcw and degrade the overall 
performance of the SSB generation, see also Fig. 2. Long term stability 
at the optimum operating condition has been achieved, with a feedback 
loop scheme that applied separate control of each MZM bias. This was 
enabled by two electrical dithering tones, at 20 kHz and 21 kHz, added 
on the respective bias voltages. The dither was transferred only on the 
residual (un-suppressed) portion of the optical carrier, at λcw, and could 
be extracted from the monitored optical signal, with the help of high 
gain lock-in amplifiers. The optical output was detected by a low speed 
photodiode. The two loops were closed with low pass electrical filters 
of 40 Hz bandwidth, enabling efficient compensation of the occurring 
slow drift effect. Fig. 3 depicts the results of long term measurements 
for the ER and SMSR of a 10 GHz SSB-SC generation process. After 
24 hours of operation, the stabilization loop maintained, with small 
variations, a high ER level of ~38 dB and a SMSR level of ~38 dB. The 
ER and SMSR peak-to-peak variations calculated from the set of data 
are 0.77 dB and 0.45 dB respectively. Without feedback control the ER 
and SMSR figures degraded severely to 30 dB.  
Fig. 3 SSB modulation stability over time (24h): Stabilisation enabled 
(black) and disabled (red) 
 
The potential of the scheme to support SSB generation at different 
bitrates has been also explored. Fig. 3 depicts the results of the 
corresponding ER and SMSR measurements as a function of the RF 
driving frequency with either blue or red shifting of the generated SSB 
signal with respect to the input optical carrier. ER values above 35 dB 
were obtained for frequencies higher than 9 GHz approaching even 50 
dB at 12 GHz. The limited resolution bandwidth of our optical spectrum 
analyser (~0.02 nm) didn’t allow accurate measurements below 8 GHz. 
The SMSR performance seems to be more dependent on the 
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Figure 3.8: Experimental setup of the DP-MZM scheme with the stabilization for
the generation of an SSB-SC optical signal
Finally, a stabilized SSB-SC generation scheme based on the use of a single drive
DP-MZM and a feedback control loop was designed and tested. The scheme
maintained high performance in terms of ER and SMSR over a whole day, which
in addition to the different modulation frequencies and operating wavelengths
that have been demonstrated, prove its high potential for practical application
in future optical transmitter units.
The SMSR and extinction ratios were critically dependent on the device biasing
which suffered from the well know thermally induced variation. Consequently,
a stabilization circuit is required for long time usage of the frequency shifting
sub-system. From experimental monitoring, it was observed that the sub-MZM
dominated the variation over time. Th microwave phase control and signals
driving the modulator were sufficiently stable over time, th optical ph se re-
quired a realignment daily whereas the bias voltages had to be realigned to
compensate small variations every few hours. A high resolution Optical Spec-
trum Analyzer (OSA) [75] or a Fabry-Perot scanning filter can of course be used
in conjunction with a control algorithm implemented in, for example, a LabView
program to provide appropriate control signals based feedback. However in the
laboratory such techniques require the monopolization of complex and valuable
equipment. More generally the optical monitoring would be impractical if the
optical signal is carrying data that would result in a broader spectrum of the
range of the frequency shift. As described above, drifts from the optimum bias-
ing point of the two sub-Mach-Zehnder modulators affects the performance of
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the frequency shifter. Long term stability at the optimum operation condition
has been achieved, with a feedback loop scheme shown in Fig.3.8 that applied
separate control of each sub-MZM bias. This was enabled by two electrical
dithering tones of 10 mV amplitude, at 20 and 21 kHz, added on the respective
bias voltages. The dither was consequently transferred mainly on the residual
portion of the original optical carrier because at null the center frequency is
much more sensitive to bias than the frequency shifted components. The in-
duced variations were extracted from the monitored optical signal with the help
of high gain lock-in amplifiers, after being detected using a low speed photodi-
ode. The fundamental tones were kept to the minimum to ensure an optimum
extinction of the carrier. The two loops were closed with lowpass electrical filters
of 40 Hz bandwidth, enabling efficient compensation of the slow drift effect.
Figure 3.9: SSB modulation stability over time (24 h): stabilisation enabled
(black) and disabled (red)
Fig.3.9 depicts the results of long-term measurements for the ER and SMSR of a
10 GHz SSB-SC generation process. After 24 hours of operation in a laboratory
environment, the stabilization loop maintained, with small variations, a high ER
level of ≥ 35 dB and a SMSR level of ≥ 38 dB. The ER and SMSR peak-to-peak
variations calculated from the set of data are 0.77 and 0.45 dB respectively.
Without feedback control the ER and SMSR figures degraded severely to 30 dB.
The performance of DP-MZM based frequency shifter has been investigated be-
fore its implementation as part of a odd/even comb source for experimental
super-channel transmitter. Electrical frequency tunability and input wavelength
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transparency has been demonstrated. In addition, long period stability has been
obtained through the use of low frequency feedback system.
3.2.3 Odd/Even comb source implementation
As the use of a DP-MZM device has been validated for frequency shifting, the
experimental setup was then implemented to generate two combs of 5 line fre-
quency shifted by 10 GHz with respect to each other. The combination of the
two combs corresponds then to the odd/even set of carriers that will support
the super-channel generation.
Figure 3.10: Frequency shifting and comb generation of the generation of
odd/even super-channel
Initially the comb and odd/even structure was tested without the transmitter
section, following Fig.3.3. The input light source was a fiber laser of very narrow
linewidth and high spectral purity. A polarization controller was followed by a
single drive MZM driven by a 27.5 dBm 20 GHz RF signal in order to generate
a 5 line comb. A comb flatness of ≥0.5dB and SMSR >12 dB were observed.
The comb signal then entered a two arm structure through a 90:10 coupler, the
strong signal going to a DP-MZM after a second polarization controller. The
sub-MZM were driven by two independent narrow band amplifiers delivering
16.7 dBm and 16.9 dBm respectively as to maximize the SMSR, the second
harmonics at 20 GHz were measured as <-27 dBm. Finally, the insertion loss of
the overall connectors, polarization controller and frequency shifting function
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was estimated ≥15 dB. Fig.3.10 shows the high quality frequency shift and the
combination of the two stages resulting into the frequency shifted 5 line comb.
While the DP-MZM device used to investigate the frequency shifting in the pre-
vious section of this chapter wasn’t available, the modulator used in the setup
described in the further sections and chapter had similar characteristics of fre-
quency response and stability. Fig.3.10 shows lower performance in the fre-
quency shifting ER but values remaining above the 30dB carrier and side-mode
suppression. The unshifted comb signal was balanced in power, time and po-
larisation within the second arm of the odd/even structure as to obtain the
odd/even comb required for the transmitter. Fig.3.11 shows the resulting comb,
with flatness and SMSR similar to the 5 line comb.
Figure 3.11: Optical comb obtained at the output of the odd/even structure
The input of the odd/even comb generator was then replaced with a data chan-
nel to obtain the super-channel. Channel generation and results are presented
in the next section.
3.3 All-Optical OFDM transmitter
In this section, the odd/even structure coupled with the comb source will be
used to copy the signal from a single channel to generate an experimental super-
channel. The section is split in two parts, with initial focus on the modulated
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signal and the overall super-channel performance in a back-to-back configura-
tion, and then a description of the stabilization circuit implemented to control
the phase relations between adjacent channels.
3.3.1 Super-channel generation
The data channel was obtained by phase modulating the optical signal from a
fiber laser of kHz linewidth. Single quadrature format was implemented with
BPSK by driving a Mach-Zehnder modulator with a binary signal of amplitude
close to twice the Vﬁ of the device [26, 76]. A pulse pattern generator (PPG)
generated a 10 Gb/s 215-1 bits long pattern, which was passed through a broad-
band electrical amplifier to a high bandwidth optical Mach-Zehnder modulator
to impose BPSK modulation on the cw signal. Note that the same electrical clock
source was used for both the transmitter and the comb source in order to main-
tain strict frequency spacing between channels equal to the symbol rate of the
seed channel.
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Figure 3.12: BER of DPSK channel versus frequency shifting extinction ratio.
Curve for added channel with no other channel, and for a interferometrically
suppressed channel with an extinction ratio of 9, 15, and 20 dB.
Initially, the transmitter was used in conjunction with a DPSK direct detection
system. This consisted of an optical attenuator, pre-amplifier, delay line inter-
ferometer (DLI) with a free spectral range (FSR) of half the symbol rate, and a
broad optical filter (1nm), followed by a second EDFA amplifier before a 32 GHz
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bandwidth photodiode followed by a broad bandwidth data amplifier. In order
to confirm the required extinction ratio of unwanted comb components, two dif-
ferent signals were sent to the receiver with a difference of power representing
the ER. Two parallel arms were set of different length with an attenuator for one
side, in order to determine the impact of a degraded suppression of the carrier
in the frequency shifting function. This experiment was used to confirm the ca-
pability of this implementation of the odd/even generation for a super-channel
transmitter. The Bit Error Rate was measured over 10 seconds through DPSK
direct detection for different simulated frequency shifter ER. Fig.3.12 clearly
shows that while high ER is required to maintain performance in the super-
channel, a >20 dB ER had little impact compared to the reference channel and
thus the performance of the frequency shifting technique is acceptable [77,78].
Figure 3.13: Odd and Even channels optical spectrum
As the frequency shifting function was demonstrated to conform to the multi-
plexing requirement, the super-channel transmitter was implemented using a
single light source, a single clock source, a single channel transmitter, a comb
source, and finally the odd/even function as illustrated in Fig.3.3. Fig.3.13
shows the optical spectrum at the two outputs of the odd/even structure, with
one set of 5 BPSK channels frequency shifted by the symbol-rate frequency. The
similarity of the two sets of channels confirms the low impact of the frequency
shifting action and thus led to Fig.3.14 representing the final AO-OFDM super-
channel at the output of the experimental transmitter. In addition to the power
and time alignment, a polarization beam splitter was added at the output of the
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odd/even structure in order to maintain each carrier in the same polarization
and thus maximizing the channel overlap.
Figure 3.14: BPSK AO-OFDM optical spectrum and seed channel
A modification of the seed channel generator allowed an upgrade of the mod-
ulation format from single quadrature (BPSK) to dual quadrature (QPSK) in
order to reach the higher spectral efficiency required for future optical links.
The PPG and Mach-Zehnder modulator were replaced by a Arbitrary Waveform
Generator and an IQ modulator. The symbol rate was maintained at 10 Gbaud
and consequently the comb generator remained unaffected. Fig.3.15 shows the
spectrum of the QPSK AO-OFDM super-channel.
Independently of the modulation format and the number of channels, a hetero-
dyne coherent receiver of analog bandwidth of 36 GHz was used. The coherent
receiver employed a second independent fiber laser forming a local oscillator
(LO), tunable over 1nm, which was set to within 100 MHz of the channel to be
measured. The frequency alignment of the channel to be received and LO laser
was monitored by making the optical carriers beat at a broadband photodiode
connected to a RF spectrum analyzer. The wavelength of the transmitter seeding
fiber laser was defined as the central channel. Adjacent channels where mea-
sured by detuning the LO wavelength by ±n f where  f is the symbol-rate.
Because of the limited tuning range inherent to fiber lasers, only the central
channels were measured, those however have the most interaction due to the
presence of adjacent channels and thus are the more interesting. The AO-OFDM
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Figure 3.15: QPSK AO-OFDM optical spectrum and seed channel
signal was sampled at the receiver at approximately 8 samples per bit. Channel
selection was performed using a digitally implemented sinc-function matched
filter. Channel estimation was achieved off-line using typical digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP) algorithms for clock recovery, polarization rotation, and frequency
offset compensation [79,80]. System performance was evaluated based on the
Q2-factor, in dB, calculated from the error vector magnitude following the ex-
pression Q2 = 10 log( 1EVM2 ) from [81].
A noise loading section was placed before the coherent receiver in order to de-
tect excessive penalties due to the channel multiplexing into a super-channel.
An optical attenuator was placed at the input of the receiver EDFA to limit the
optical power and force the amplifier into a degraded OSNR regime. Because of
the back-to-back implementation of the test, a second attenuator was placed be-
fore the receiver optical amplifier to achieve a highly degraded OSNR. A broad-
band optical filter was placed after the first EDFA in order to reduce the out of
band ASE noise level and particularly the low wavelength ASE peak. Fig.3.16
confirms the transmitter and receiver implementation as high Q2-factors were
obtained for BPSK and QPSK in both single channel and super-channel configu-
ration. While the curves are converging for low OSNR due to the performance
estimation determined from the EVM values, Q2-factor values above the 7 %
hard decision FEC threshold (8.3 dB) [82] were used as reference for the exper-
iment using the super-channel transmitter, as reported in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.16: Q2-factor versus OSNR for seed channel (black) and AO-OFDM
super-channel (red) with BPSK (square symbol) and QPSK (triangle symbol)
modulation format.
Figure 3.17: Adjacent channel time alignment impact for BPSK AO-OFDM
The impact of the time alignment of the channels, described as affecting the
super-channel performance [63, 83, 84], has been measured to control the ap-
propriateness of this experimental implementation with previously published
work by tuning the electrical time delay between the seed channel and the
comb source. The mechanical delay had a tuning range equal to the symbol-
rate (100ps). Fig.3.17 shows up to 5 dB penalty in the Q2-factor as the crosstalk
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is not contained at the bit transition point, as the inserted eye-diagrams illus-
trates at different delay positions (two bit period). Additional time alignment
was obtained by path matching the odd/even structure so as to differentiate the
two paths by 5 bits, with a few percent uncertainty due to the oscilloscope time
resolution.
An experimental AO-OFDM super-channel transmitter has been implemented.
The odd/even structure coupled with an optical comb source provided ten chan-
nels carrying single and dual quadrature modulated signal required for further
network experiments.
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3.3.2 Transmitter stabilisation
Unless either guard bands or ideal filters and pulse shapes are used, AO-OFDM
transmitters typically benefit from a phase stabilization circuit to contain the
residual crosstalk. Optical matched filters can be difficult to achieve for All-
Optical OFDM mainly because the bitrate is in the higher range of electronic
systems, limiting the quality of time transitions, but requires narrow filtering
by optical standards, making the required control of filter shape difficult to
achieve. Whereas near-ideal rectangular waveforms can be obtained from DSP
at low symbol-rates, practical optical devices don’t allow advanced spectral pro-
files such as the sinc function required for OFDM. Hence, realistic system results
show residual inter-channel crosstalk at the receiver. The relative phase be-
tween adjacent subcarriers can be used to control the position of the crosstalk
in the bit period. This allows a reduction in the signal-crosstalk beating at the
decision point and so maintain the performance even for lower bandwidth trans-
mitters and receivers. The insertion of a piezo electric ceramic module (PZT)
in the odd/even structure allowed the control of the relative phase between
adjacent channels and consequently the time position control of the crosstalk
within the bit period, similar to Fig.3.17. A computer controlled low voltage
digital-to-analog converter was used to control the high voltage driver required
to expand the PZT and stretch the optical fiber spooled around it providing the
optical phase change [85]. Using a BPSK AO-OFDM super-channel the impact
of the relative phase between adjacent channels has been measured for the cen-
tral channel by varying the PZT control voltage. The estimated range of phase
variation was greater than ﬁ.
While the data in Fig.3.18 clearly shows that no phase control is required for the
coherent receiver setup to mitigate the crosstalk penalties, it has been shown
that the optical demultiplexing, implemented in the next chapter, requires the
use of crosstalk mitigation such as the relative phase control [86–88] to make
the adjacent channels phase orthogonal to the central channel. Indeed, the
bandwidth of the channel used as seed for the AO-OFDM super-channel was
large enough that no phase control is required with the high bandwidth receiver,
as seen with Fig.3.1. But in order to maintain performance using unmatched
filter to demultiplex channels, the phase control stabilization was implemented.
The principle used here is the conversion through the use of Four Wave Mixing
(FWM) with an arbitrary laser pump of the relative phase of adjacent subcarriers
into an amplitude variation that can be directly detected. FWM is a nonlinear
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Figure 3.18: Impact of relative optical phase with adjacent channel. Phase vari-
ation greater than ﬁ
process occurring due to the response of bound electrons in the fiber to the
propagation optical signal. Commonly used for optical signal processing, it has
been well described [23, 89]. In this case, two photons of different frequencies
are annihilated and two photons of different frequencies are created, such as
Ê1 + Ê2 = Ê3 + Ê4.
A couple of AO-OFDM channels were filtered, combined with a pump signal
positioned at 320 GHz from the AO-OFDM laser source before being amplified
up to 0.5 W. The signal and pump were inserted into a 400m HNLF spool, of
nonlinear coefficient“: ≥ 7W≠1.km≠1. One of the FWM products generated by
the interaction between two adjacent sub-channels and the pump is dependent
on the relative phase variation between the sub-channels [88, 90]. Because of
the symmetrical FWM process, a narrow Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) filter was
positioned at 320 GHz on the other side of the super-channel before a low speed
photodiode [91].
Fig.3.19 shows the broad spectrum at the output of the HNLF due to the nonlin-
ear wave mixing between the filtered AO-OFDM channel and the pump signal.
The spectral components created on the right of the super-channel are shown
in Fig.3.20 where the monitor signal is shown in two states of in-phase and out-
phase after the FBG, representing the relative phase between adjacent channels
that have been filtered.
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Figure 3.19: Optical spectrum after FWM process. Centered on the central chan-
nel from the AO-OFDM super-channel. Pump situated at -320 GHz
Figure 3.20: Optical spectrum of the filtered monitor signal after the FWM pro-
cess. Adjacent channels in phase (red) and out of phase (black), the power
difference detected by a photodiode was used to stabilize the relative phase
between adjacent channels.
The total optical power variation at the photodiode was approximately 13 dB
between an in-phase adjacent subcarriers and ﬁ/2 phase difference. A computer
controlled low speed ADC/DAC was used to implement the stabilization loop by
controlling the high tension voltage applied to a PZT stretcher.
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To account for dual quadrature modulation, the transmitter phase stabilization
circuitry was modified by tuning the pump closer to the filtered channels in
order to select the monitor wavelength using the same FBG as previously, as
QPSK is modulation stripped on the fourth harmonic.
The AO-OFDM experimental transmitter has been completed by the addition
of a stabilization circuit to compensate for finite bit transition due to imperfect
transmitter components. It has been shown that the relative phase between
the channels must be controlled to minimize crosstalk, as illustrated by Fig.3.1
and in the literature [63]. In addition, the stabilization setup will be of great
importance for the next chapter as a channel from the AO-OFDM super-channel
is optically demultiplexed.
3.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, an experimental All-Optical OFDM super-channel has been im-
plemented for single and dual quadrature modulation formats. A succinct de-
scription of AO-OFDM channel aggregation was first described and simulation
results were presented to describe the impact of electrical bandwidth and op-
tical phase control on super-channel transmitters. The implementation of the
odd/even frequency shifting based structure followed, with an extensive de-
scription of the frequency translation using a DP-MZM device [16]. The third
part described the final implementation of the super-channel transmitter by
adding a data carrying channel as seed to the odd/even structure, completed
by the implementation of the stabilization circuitry. In conclusion, the construc-
tion of the super-channel transmitter allowed the routing experiment developed
in the next chapter.
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Terabit Interferometric Drop, Add,
and Extract multiplexer
We have seen in previous chapters that the development of a frequency locked
and phase locked multi wavelength optical source realized through an optical
comb generation allowed for spectrally dense transmission, up to a point where
channel spectra overlap. Such super-channel creation permits an optimum us-
age of the transmission window provided by existing amplification technology.
However the use of extremely dense wavelength division multiplexing requires
a new node structure to be implemented in future super-channel capable net-
works.
As the load on the optical networks steadily grows, an optimum utilization of
the legacy optical fiber infrastructure is essential. Only flexible super-channel
based optical networks can make use of the entire transmission window avail-
able [92]. While many research groups are approaching the fundamental limit
of standard fiber point-to-point systems [93], optical networks require the use
of Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (ROADM) [94]. The conver-
gence of flexible super-channels capable of carrying Tb/s of data with optical
flexible nodes is paramount to extend the benefit of optical link capacity to op-
tical networks. Future optical networks will require the high granularity neces-
sary to aggregate and extract data from an optical link with a range going from
the single channel to multi-terabit wide super-channel. Different channel types
have the potential to form super-channels for these future networks with small
spectral guard band such as OFDM [95,96] and Nyquist WDM [97,98] or even
with overlapping spectra such as All-Optical OFDM (AO-OFDM) [99–103]. High
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performance optical filters such as those used in [95] allow for a diminution of
the guard-band while maintaining a high quality signal. However, the guard-
band remains finite. Recently, solutions compatible with overlapping spectra
have been presented conceptually [104,105] with a preliminary demonstration
using FWM [106]. The extract function of the node, which consists in remov-
ing a particular channel from a super-channel to free the spectrum allocated,
can be obtained using an interferometric solution. It offers the advantage of
dropping the channel of interest from the super-channel without impacting the
adjacent channels. When reaching the optical node, the super-channel is di-
vided in two paths, the through arm and the channel extraction arm. While one
path is unaltered, the channel to be dropped is demultiplexed from the super-
channel and reshaped. The reshaped signal is then interferometrically combined
with the original super-channel, and the relative phase is adjusted for destruc-
tive interference. This approach offers the possibility to implement ROADMs
with guard-band free and overlapping spectrum. A recent proof of concept has
been implemented emulating an interferometer composed of an electrical and
optical path [106]. However, the scheme proposed is quite complex since it re-
quires the use of a coherent receiver and a high-speed transmitter as part of the
node. Moreover, the interferometric structure was associated with a complex
Four Wave Mixing (FWM) process to insert new data in the super-channel.
In this chapter, the Terabit Interferometric Drop, Add, and Extract (TIDE) mul-
tiplexer will be introduced. This scheme is an all-optical node or reconfigurable
optical add drop multiplexer (ROADM) that can be used with optical super-
channels. The following section of this chapter will cover the conceptual pre-
sentation of the TIDE multiplexer. Preliminary simulation results are then pre-
sented and specific requirements are drawn for the experimental implementa-
tion. The different functions of the node are then further discussed through
their implementations, in particular the optical demultiplexing, the optical gat-
ing and the optical reshaping. Experimental demonstrations are discussed for
both single quadrature modulation format using Binary Phase Shift Keying and
dual quadrature modulation format with Quadrature Phase Shift Keying.
4.1 Concept
A new architecture is proposed, called Terabit Interferometric Drop, add and
Extract (TIDE) multiplexer, to facilitate all-optical switching of sub-channels
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within the OFDM signal band, see Fig.4.1. Switching is performed in two layers,
with the upper layer selecting the super-channel using typical Wavelength Se-
lective Switch (WSS) units. The super-channel to manipulate is removed from
the optical link and transferred to the lower layer where sub-channel switch-
ing is performed, with an interferometric setup that allows coherent subtraction
of the dropped signals and the addition of the new. Contrary to the previous
approaches, this scheme makes use of purely all-optical methods, such as FFT/i-
FFT filtering and time domain sampling, to replicate the waveform of any sub-
channel for the extract operation. Clock recovery, carrier extraction and phase
locking units will be also needed for data and frequency synchronization within
the node to make possible an in-line operation in a transmission link.
A A
B
Gating
CE Add
Drop
CR
Extract
B
Figure 4.1: All-Optical Terabit Interferometric Drop, add, and Extract node.
Optical filter A: coarse WSS for super-channel selection, optical filter B: fine
WSS for channel selection. CR: clock recovery. CE: carrier extraction.
Fig.4.2 illustrates the replication of the sub-channel to be extracted from the
super-channel in three eye-diagrams. On the top, the signal (in black) after the
demultiplexing of a sub-channel from the super-channel is shown when FFT fil-
ters are used. The eye-diagrams are narrow and the adjacent channel crosstalk
(in orange) is dominating the bit period, and thus removing the crosstalk is
required to obtain the clear copy of the sub-channel for the interferometric sup-
pression. The channel demultiplexing is hence completed by a sampling func-
tion and a reshaping, illustrated in Fig.4.2 by (B) and (C) respectively, obtained
by an optical gate and an optical FFT filter. In the central part of the figure,
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the signal is shown as a Return-to-Zero (RZ) signal cleared from crosstalk us-
ing a temporal rectangular function. The data carried by the sub-channel is at
this point fully demultiplexed. However, the FFT filtering function is required
to match the copied sub-channel to the one contained in the super-channel, as
shown in the bottom part of the figure. Residual crosstalk can remain in the
reshaped sub-channel copy in the function of the gating window and FFT fil-
tering implementation, as simulation results presented further in this chapter
illustrate.
Fig.4.2 represents a ideal FFT filter with a characteristic trapezoid eye diagram,
from the convolution of two rectangular transfer functions, the data pulse train
and the filter in the time domain. The approximation of the matched filter
during the experimental implementation results in a closing of the eye due to
an excess of crosstalk from the adjacent channels. Hence the control of the
relative phase can improve the performance, as seen with Fig.3.1, by maintain
the crosstalk out of the decision point.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the reshaping functions for BPSK signal. (A): After
channel demultiplexing, narrow eye with large crosstalk (in orange) from ad-
jacent channels, (B): After gating, crosstalk rejected, and (C): After reshaping,
copy of the channel to be extracted without the super-channel crosstalk. Eye-
diagrams of two bit periods
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4.2 Preliminary investigations for the experimen-
tal implementation of the TIDE node
In this section, the implementation of the all-optical node is studied by testing a
simplified experimental setup and simulations are carried out to determine the
requirement of the sub-systems such as the optical gating extinction ratio and
sampling window duration.
4.2.1 Experimental implementation
of fiber based Mach-Zehnder interferometer
BPSK	 50:50	 50:50	 50:50	 50:50	 Power	Meter	
Delay	line	
Phase	
control	
A9enuator	
Delay	line	 A9enuator	
Add	func=on	
Extract	func=on	
Figure 4.3: Schematic of a fiber interferometer. Extract function: fiber interfer-
ometer implemented to investigate the suppression of an optical channel, Add
function: emulation of the insertion of a new channel at the same spectral posi-
tion than the extracted channel. BPSK: Transmitter, Attenuator: Variable optical
attenuator, Phase control: Optical phase control using PZT based fiber stretcher.
In order to investigate the potential of the channel suppression, a simple fiber
interferometer (illustrated in Fig.4.3) was set up to measure realistic extinction
ratio (ER) and penalty due to the remainder of the suppressed channel on an
added one. For this experimental investigation, a simple BPSK transmitter was
set up, consisting of a 10 Gbit/s 231 ≠ 1 PRBS signal produced by a Pulse Pat-
tern Generator driving an optical MZM modulator biased at the null. The phase
modulated optical signal entered a fiber interferometer through a 50:50 cou-
pler, one arm of which contained a polarization controller, an optical variable
attenuator, and a PZT fiber stretcher based optical phase shifter whereas the
second arm contained a polarization controller followed by an variable optical
delay line. The two paths were length aligned within the resolution of the oscil-
loscope used i.e. few picoseconds. The two arms were then recombined using
a second 50:50 coupler, and the optical power and polarization were tuned to
obtain the highest extinction ratio.
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Figure 4.4: Interferometric suppression using fiber based MZI.
Fig.4.4 presents the normalized power variation at the output of the MZI when
a periodic voltage ramp was applied to the PZT ceramic controlling the optical
phase difference between the two interferometer arms. It can be seen that the
ER of the fiber based MZI reaches more than 30 dB. To determine the penalty
due to incomplete channel suppression, a third arm was added to the interfer-
ometer with sufficient length to decorrelate the data, as well as an additional
optical attenuator to emulate the addition of a new channel at the spectral po-
sition of the extracted channel. The extract MZI was maintained in the interfer-
ometric suppression point by detecting the power at its output with a low speed
photodiode of which an ADC measured a voltage. A Labview program was writ-
ten to maintain and close the feedback loop by controlling the voltage applied
to the PZT phase shifter. The stabilized MZI extinction ratio was maintained
higher than 20 dB.
Fig.4.5 presents the BER versus the received optical power of the original BPSK
channel and the added channel after the extraction. The DPSK receiver was
composed of an optical attenuator, a pre-amplifier, a DLI of half the baud rate,
followed by a second EDFA amplifier. The optical signal was down converted
to the electrical domain using a HP 32 GHz bandwidth photodiode followed by
a broad bandwidth data amplifier being before input to an error detector. The
BER measured was determined by a data acquisition period of 10 seconds. As
seen in the previous chapter with Fig.3.12, once the channel is suppressed by
more than 20dB relative to the new channel added at the same spectral position,
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Figure 4.5: BER penalty for the added channel after the suppression of a single
channel.
little impact on performance can be observed.
In summary, a preliminary implementation of a optical fiber based MZI was
used to confirm the potential of channel extraction using the interferometric
suppression that is the core to the TIDE node. High extinction ratio was observed
when amplitude, polarization, and time position were aligned. In addition, the
fiber interferometer stabilization feedback loop allowed to measure the penalties
due to the insertion of a new channel in place of the extracted channel, with
little penalty for ER of 20 dB.
4.2.2 Simulation
In this part, preliminary numerical simulations of the optical TIDE multiplexer
have been carried out in order to plan the experimental implementation and
determine the requirements and limitations [17]. In these simulations, the ex-
traction and addition of a channel from a BPSK OFDM super-channel was inves-
tigated. The super-channel was composed of seven independent data carrying
10 Gb/s BPSK channels equally spaced by 10 GHz. The transmitter function
was bandwidth limited by a second order Gaussian electrical filter resulting in a
non-perfect (non-rectangular) pulse shape with a 10ps rise time. As described
previously, the penalty associated with a lack of orthogonality due to such slow
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transitions can be moderated through adjacent channel relative phase control,
thus a ﬁ/2 phase difference was coded between carriers. Characterization of
the super-channel performance before and after the node was evaluated using
the direct error counting iterative Monte-Carlo method [62], providing the BER
estimation with less than 10% relative error. The performance degradations are
plotted relative to the node input figures. While the interferometric suppression
function was tested experimentally, numerical simulation offered the tools to
determine the optimum transfer function for the complex optical gating func-
tion at the core of the TIDE node. Combined with the optical reshaping, the
sampling function is critical for the extraction of a sub-channel from the link as
to clear the crosstalk, as pictorially shown in the previous section.
The matched filter sinc shaped optical function for the demultiplexing and re-
shaping representing the optical FFT and iFFT were used, and a rectangular gat-
ing window width was modified to establish its effect at the output of the node
on the channel added in place of the extracted channel as well as the adjacent
channels for which minimum impact is required. Fig.4.6 shows the impact of
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Figure 4.6: Sensitivity penalty versus sampling window. Polynomial fits are dis-
played for guidance. ch4 is the channel in the middle for the AO-OFDM super-
channel, ch3 and ch5 are the adjacent channels. ch4’ represents the channel
that has been added in place of the extracted ch4.
the optical gate width on the three central channels of the OFDM super-channel,
of which the channel 4’ is the channel added after the extraction of channel 4.
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The manipulated channel is showing most of the penalty when the gating win-
dow is broadening as more in-band crosstalk is sampled. It is observed that
there is an optimum sampling window width between 10% to 17% of the bit
period. For this set of simulations, the ER of the gating was set at unrealistically
high values, with a rectangular window of either 0 or 1. However, in optical
gating experimental implementations [107–110], more limited extinction ratios
are observed. A study of the impact of residual unwanted crosstalk is presented
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Figure 4.7: Sensitivity penalty versus the gate ER. Polynomial fits are displayed
for guidance. ch4 is the channel in the middle for the AO-OFDM super-channel,
ch3 and ch5 are the adjacent channels. ch4’ represents the channel that has
been added in place of the extracted ch4.
in Fig.4.7 where the penalty associated is determined for different extinction
ratio values. A greater impact can be observed at ER lower than 26 dB as the
penalty is rapidly increasing for the added channel. From these two results an
optimum gating function is deduced, with a gating window narrower than 15
ps or 15% of the duty cycle along with a suppression ratio greater than 26 dB.
The final step of theoretical sampling analysis was to include the effects of ASE
noise emitted by the optical amplifiers that are part of the TIDE node. It is to
be noted that the signal at the input of the node had a large OSNR during this
simulations in order to focus on the degradation intrinsic to the scheme. The
noise addition to the pulse can be problematic as the sampling window narrows
and thus reduces the total signal power. Indeed, as the noise is a random vari-
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able, even as the variance of the signal is maintained, noise sampling leads to
an increase of the noise variance [111]. Fig.4.8 depicts the sensitivity penalty
for the added channel as a function of the switching window and for different
gate input power levels. The demultiplexing filter and reshaping filter were set
as matched. The extinction ratio was set greater than 30 dB so the direct impact
of the sampling window and the OSNR degradation can be highlighted. Three
main regions can be identified, corresponding to three sampling window ranges.
The central one shows the lowest degradation of the central sensitivity, from 10
ps to 20 ps, for a wide range of input power. Larger signal sampling results in
higher degradation as seen previously due to crosstalk not being excluded. The
main impact of the presence of a ASE noise source in the node is located in the
sub 10 ps wide window range, where the channel power at the input of the gate
range from -2 dBm to +10 dBm. Low power at the output of the optical gating
is the result of a narrow selection of the total signal power and thus the system
functioning in a lower OSNR regime at the output of the reshaping filter.
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Figure 4.8: OSNR penalty versus sampling window and gate input power. Poly-
nomial fits are displayed for guidance. ch4 is the channel in the middle for the
AO-OFDM super-channel, ch3 and ch5 are the adjacent channels. ch4’ repre-
sents the channel that have been added in place of the extracted ch4.
From analytical simulations, optimum performance regions had been deter-
mined and provided direction to design and implement the experimental sys-
tem. For the optical gating, a contrast ratio greater than 30 dB and an optical
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switching window in the range from 10 ps to 20 ps is required. In addition, to
reduce the sensitivity degradation at the output of the TIDE node, the optical
gating implementation is required to be able to tolerate more than 0 dB optical
power as input.
In conclusion, the gating window width was optimized using numerical simula-
tions where a tradeoff between short widths and long pulse widths exists. A nar-
row pulse train approaches the ideal Dirac comb which would sample only the
bit pattern required at the ideal sampling instant and avoid residual crosstalk,
whereas a larger pulse reduces the impact of sampling induced noise enhance-
ment. More intuitively, in order to maximize signal energy, the gate selects as
much of the middle part of the eye diagram as possible whilst still suppressing
the adjacent parts influenced by the residual crosstalk.
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With the valuable indicators obtained in the previous section using a simplified
experiment and analytical simulation, the experimental implementation of the
Terabit Interferometric add, Drop, and Extract node was undertaken. The ex-
perimental demonstrator system was composed of two main parts, starting with
the BPSK AO-OFDM transmitter and then followed by the interferometric ex-
traction. The extraction function is divided into sub-functions in this section,
such as the optical demultiplexing of the channel to be extracted, the optical
gating or optical sampling function used to re-time and remove crosstalk, and
finally the reshaping function used to match the channel in the two arms of the
interferometer to efficiently suppress the drop data from the super-channel. In
addition to the transmitter and the interferometric extraction, the add function,
the fiber interferometer stabilization circuitry, and the coherent receiver com-
pleted the set-up. The AO-OFDM transmitter was the one previously described,
seeded by a fiber laser with a kHz class linewidth positioned at a wavelength
of approximately 1552.7 nm, then modulated using a pulse pattern generator
(PPG) generating a 10 Gb/s 215≠1 bits long pattern resulting in a 10 Gb/s BPSK
channel. The ten channel 100 Gb/s AO-OFDM super-channel was polarization
aligned by minimizing the optical power of one of the two outputs of a polar-
ization beam splitter at the output of the transmitter. On the receiver side, a
second independent fiber laser acted as LO for the coherent receiver, with the
light source tuned within 100 MHz of the center of the channel of interest. In the
case of AO-OFDM, the signal was sampled at approximately 8 electrical samples
per bit before applying a sinc-function matched filter. Standard DSP algorithms
were employed as described in the previous chapter [80].
Fig.4.9 is a schematic description of the experimental implementation of the
TIDE node, used to demonstrate the all-optical ROADM function for AO-OFDM.
The AO-OFDM transmitter is extensively described in the previous chapter with
a laser source being externally modulated by a MZM, followed by an optical
comb generator and then an odd/even super-channel emulator. The most com-
plex function for a node capable of routing sub-channels in a very dense WDM
or overlapping spectrum, described as Extract function, is contained in the blue
frame, formed of path A and path B. The path A represents the through path,
receiving 10% of the optical power of the AO-OFDM super-channel. It contains
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Figure 4.9: Top: Experimental setup of the BPSK AO-OFDM transmitter (top,
green frame) and of the proposed all optical ROADM with drop and extract
function (bottom, blue frame, path A and B) and emulation of the add function
(middle, orange frame, path C). Polarization controllers and monitoring cou-
plers not pictured for clarity. Black and red lines signify optical and electrical
paths respectively. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, DL: tunable delay line, Ï:
tunable phase shifter, Att.: tunable attenuator, IQ: dual parallel MZM, ¢: mixer,
triangles represent optical or electrical amplifiers.
Bottom: Intensity eye diagrams at various points: A) individual channel be-
fore super-channel multiplexing, B) BPSK AO-OFDM super-channel, C) demul-
tiplexed channel after optical channel selection through optical FFT filter, D)
sampled channel after optical gating, and E) reshaped channel prior to interfer-
ometric extract operation. Arrows represent the center of the eye. Time window
equals to two bits period.
a fiber wrapped piezo-electric ceramic cylinder used as an optical phase control,
followed by an optical delay line used to exactly match the paths A and B. Power
and polarization control was contained in path A, concluded by a 50:50 optical
coupler. Path B represents the channel extraction and reshaping function used
to interferometrically suppress it from the super-channel when path A and B are
combined. It consists of three sub-functions, channel demultiplexing, optical
gating, and channel reshaping, described in sub-section 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3
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respectively. The path B consists of an optical FFT to demultiplex a channel,
followed by two MZMs performing the optical gating. Due to the total opti-
cal power decrease after the signal sampling, an optical amplifier was required
to maintain the OSNR performance of the node, as described by the analytical
simulation. The return-to-zero coded channel was then reshaped into a non
return-to-zero waveform with a second optical FFT before being recombined
with the super-channel signal. When the two paths were summed with the out
of phase signals for the channel to be extracted, the allocated spectrum was
freed to be filled with a new channel. Since a channel was extracted from the
super-channel, a new channel could be introduced at the same frequency. For
the experimental demonstration, the add function was implemented by adding
a third arm to the optical interferometer, named path C in Fig.4.9. The add path
had to be carefully aligned to the two other arms both in power, polarization,
and time. The time delay was set to be an exact integer number of bits and the
polarization alignment was controlled using a polarization beam splitter at the
output of the node. The new channel to be combined into the AO-OFDM super-
channel was generated using the second port of the pattern generator through
a different data modulator to the AO-OFDM transmitter. However, the optical
carrier originated from the same laser so the added channel was well aligned to
the freed spectrum after the drop function. Optical carrier extraction has been
previously demonstrated and could be readily implemented in order to obtain
a system with solely an external optical reference [112]. While the AO-OFDM
super-channel transmitter was completed with a stabilisation circuit, the added
channel wasn’t phase controlled relative to the adjacent channels as the detec-
tion was realized without optical demultiplexing. Indeed at the difference of
the approximation of the matched filter obtained during the implementation of
the optical FFT, both the transmitter and the digital filter at the receiver were of
sufficient quality as to have a small phase dependent impact on the overall per-
formances. As it has been seen in Fig.3.18, the digital filter used to demultiplex
the channel at the receiver mitigates the need for the optical phase control of
the adjacent channels.
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4.3.1 Optical Demultiplexing
The first sub-function of the extract part of the node is the demultiplexing of the
channel to be dropped and extracted from the super-channel. The use of cas-
caded DLI based optical FFT had been successfully proved to be an appropriate
AO-OFDM demultiplexer [61]. Optimum FFT filters require n-stages follow-
ing the rule described as: 2n Ø N to demultiplex a channel of a AO-OFDM
super-channel, N channels wide. While the AO-OFDM signal generated at the
transmitter was composed of ten channels, only a two stage optical FFT was
implemented due to inventory limitation. An optical filter of 0.4 nm was set to
suppress the unfiltered channels due to the lack of the third and fourth order
DLI required for an optimum FFT operation.
The signal from a 20dBm optical amplifier was placed at the input of the TIDE
node to maintain a low noise figure for the OADM. The 90% output of the
first coupler of the node implementation was selected as the input for the op-
tical demultiplexer, with an initial polarization control before the polarization
dependent Kylia DLI used for the channel selection. A first DLI of FSR twice
the symbol-rate suppressed every second channel whereas a second DLI of FSR
four times the symbol-rate suppressed every fourth channel. Since much of
the measurement occurred for the central channel and since the AO-OFDM
super-channel was ten channels wide, the channels positioned at four times the
symbol-rate from the channel of interest were not filtered. In order to complete
the channel selection, a Gaussian shaped 50 GHz optical filter was added after
the DLIs.
Fig 4.10 shows the selection of a channel from the AO-OFDM super-channel,
with the clear suppression of the first three pairs of adjacent channels as ex-
pected from a second order optical FFT filter. However a poor suppression of
the ± 40GHz channels is clearly visible as the slow roll-off of the optical 0.4 nm
filter attenuated the unwanted channel only by approximately 8 dB. Since the
channels are phase modulated for the demonstration and the odd/even nature
of the experimental AO-OFDM super-channel, the amplitude modulation due
to the poor side-bands suppression has no impact on the transmission and the
extraction function was achieved. The eye-diagram C) of Fig4.9 clearly shows a
crosstalk free time during each bit period. The next sub-function, optical sam-
pling, was hence required to fully demultiplex the channel to be extracted from
the super-channel.
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Figure 4.10: Spectrum of the ASK AO-OFDM super-channel at the input of
the node (black) and spectrum of the channel demultiplexed for the reshaping
(red).
4.3.2 Optical Gating
In order to extract this channel from the AO-OFDM super-channel, the dropped
channel needs to be reshaped, so that it may be interferometrically subtracted
from the AO-OFDM signal. Since low crosstalk is only obtained at the opti-
mum sampling instant (indicated by arrows in Fig4.9 A), B), C), D), and E),
an optical gate was used after the FFT based filter to remove the crosstalk at
other possible sampling times. The level of this crosstalk is of course influenced
by imperfect filtering in the TIDE node and finite transmitter bandwidth, both
of which impact the adjacent channels orthogonality required in OFDM. The
optical gate selects the time period corresponding to the dropped channel bit
during each OFDM symbol. From the numerical simulation, we know that high
power is required at the input of the gate in order to maintain low sampling
noise. In addition, long time stability is highly important for the optical node
to work. In the light of those requirements, the Mach-Zehnder modulator based
solution [109] was selected for the experimental implementation of the opti-
cal gating. Others gating techniques based on Electro-Absorption Modulator
(EAM) [107] or Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) [108] can not provide
the high ER while maintaining losses low, the full band wavelength flexibility,
nor the tolerance for high power input.
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Figure 4.11: Optical pulse obtained from the optical gating cascaded MZMs
structure when time scanned using few picoseconds wide pulse.
The optical sampling in the node was obtained by driving two optical MZMs
so they produce a short pulse train. The first MZM was driven by a strong 20
GHz RF signal and biased at quadrature to produce a narrow pulse train. The
second MZM suppressed every second pulse. To maximize this suppression, the
drive signal for this MZM was obtained by modulating the 20 GHz signal by
a 10 GHz RF signal using a broadband mixer and time aligning the resultant
electrical pulse. The sampling window obtained has a FWHM of 11.6 ps and an
extinction ratio greater than 35 dB, as shown by Fig 4.11.
Fig 4.12 shows the spectral broadening of the demultiplexed channel due to the
optical time gating, with the first stage providing higher repetition rate narrow
pulses while the second stage gives a RZ-BPSK signal at the original symbol-rate.
The sampled output is shown in Fig 4.9 D) where a phase modulated RZ signal
is observed, free of any noticeable crosstalk. With the combined demultiplexing
and gating functions, the channel to be extracted from the super-channel was
successfully differentiated from the AO-OFDM signal going through the optical
node. The resulting return-to-zero data pattern obtained is clear from crosstalk
from the adjacent channels by the FFT-like filtering and the optical sampling.
In order to determine the requirement in term of phase alignment accuracy, the
reshaped channel (the optical reshaping sub-function will be described in next
section) was received using a coherent receiver and optical wide-band oscillo-
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Figure 4.12: Optical spectrum obtained from the optical gating cascaded MZMs
structure at the output of the first and second MZM.
scope.
Q2-factor penalties induced by misaligned sampling timing with a selection of
corresponding eye-diagrams of the resulting reshaping are shown in Fig 4.13.
In addition to showing the impact of the time alignment of the optical gating
on the reshaping of the extracted channel (measured at point E) in Fig 4.9),
the narrow operating range shown in the figure confirms the requirement for a
narrow optical gating window to reduce the residual crosstalk and so obtain a
clear RZ-BPSK signal.
4.3.3 Optical Reshaping
The optical reshaping of the channel to be extracted is the last sub-function
in the parallel path before the recombination and interferometric suppression
from the AO-OFDM super-channel. Conceptually, it consists of a FFT function
that transforms the pulsed bit pattern into a rectangular bit of time length equal
to the inverse of the symbol-rate, as for a standard NRZ single channel. As
has been explained previously, only an approximation of the FFT function could
be implemented so a preliminary study had been carried out to determine the
filter giving the reshape closest to a single channel. For this experiment and due
to the DLI available at the time, the super-channel used was composed of ten
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Figure 4.13: Q2-factor degradation for the reshaped AO-OFDM channel as func-
tion of the time position of the optical sampling within the period, eye-diagrams
showing the reshaped BPSK channel for different sampling position.
10.7GHz ASK coded channels. As before, the channel was demultiplexed before
being optically sampled at the rate of 10.7 GHz. Different filter configurations
are investigated to obtain the most rectangular bit pattern, as for the initial
ASK channel. Fig.4.14 shows the eye-diagram over more than two periods for a
selection of four filter configurations.
The corresponding optical spectra are presented in Fig.4.15. In the first con-
figuration, the delay lines used have a FSR of 21.4 GHz and 42.8 GHz respec-
tively. The additional amplitude modulation observed on the high level can be
explained by linking the time trace to the spectrum where strong secondary
components were observed due to inappropriate filtering. Such additional spec-
tral components would affect the adjacent channels when interferometrically re-
combined with the super-channel. The second configuration based on a Yenista
tunable narrow filter is capable of sub-10 GHz bandpass with a steep roll-off.
The optimum eye-diagram shows an over-filtering as the clear slow transitions
are visible, when broadening the filter bandpass range was resulting in large
amplitude modulation. The third configuration was based on the programming
of a WSS with the matching transfer function for the reshaping i.e. the sinc
function. However because of a resolution limitation of 10 GHz Gaussian fil-
ter shape of available WSS devices, complex transfer functions such as sinc
can only be approximated. Degraded eye-diagrams were observed because of
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Figure 4.14: Eye-diagram of the reshaped channel for different filter configura-
tion (from ASK AO-OFDM, 10.7 GHz symbol-rate ) a) Two cascaded delay line
interferometers, b) Narrow filter (Yenista), c) Sinc function programmed WSS
with dual pass configuration, and d) Two cascaded delay line interferometers
follow by a 35 GHz bandpass programmed WSS.
limited extinction and filter shaping, the WSS device was used in a dual pass
configuration so as to apply the transfer function twice to the optical signal. As
for the Yenista filter configuration, very strong over-filtering was observed due
to the limit of the device at such a narrow channel setting. The last configura-
tion was a combination of the two cascaded DLI, to handle the narrow filtering
function, and of the flexibility of the WSS programmed as a 35 GHz bandpass
filter. The eye-diagram presented faster transitions as the spectrum broadened
with no excessive amplitude modulation.
In the case of the full experimental implementation of the TIDE node with the
100 Gb/s BPSK AO-OFDM super-channel, the reshaping could only be setup
using a first stage 20 GHz DLI followed by a WSS programmed as a 18 GHz
bandpass filter. That resulted in an over-filtering of the channel in order to
keep higher frequency component perturbation at a minimum. However, the
eye-diagram E) from Fig.4.9 shows appropriate reshaping of the channel to be
extracted, with a large sampling point free of crosstalk, proving the full recon-
struction of the channel demultiplexed from the AO-OFDM super-channel.
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Figure 4.15: Spectra of the reshaped channel for different filter configuration
(from ASK AO-OFDM, 10.7 GHz symbol-rate)
4.3.4 All-Optical TIDE node experimental results
The channel dropped, gated and reshaped was combined with the copy of the
original AO-OFDM signal. Consequently, the channel of interest was suppressed
from the super-channel when the two arms were path matched, polarization
aligned, power matched, and out of phase, as illustrated in Fig.4.16. Chan-
nel rejection higher than 20 dB may be observed at the output of the ROADM.
However, the experimental node demonstration was based on optical fiber and
discrete devices in a research laboratory environment, where the optimum in-
terference condition may only be achieved for a short period of time. A second
stabilization circuit was implemented in order to mitigate the thermally and me-
chanically (fan) induced phase difference between the two arms of the extract
interferometer. A phase locked loop circuit (stabilization circuit 2 in Fig.4.1)
was implemented by controlling the phase relation between the interferometer
arms using a second PZT fiber stretcher. The power at the output of the drop
interferometer was monitored with a low speed photodiode to control the signal
of both arms to be out of phase. In order to follow the power variation at the
wavelength of the dropped channel a narrow filter (bandwidth less than the sig-
nal bandwidth) was placed before the photodiode. In addition to the filter and
to increase the sensitivity of the stabilization circuit, a 27 kHz dithering tone
was added to the super-channel. The optical signal carrying the small variation
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was down converted using the photodiode before being amplified and mixed
with the original dithering signal. The lock-in amplifier circuitry followed by
appropriate electrical filtering allows for high sensitivity and consequently good
stabilization performance. Digital processing was used to close the loop and
control the phase difference between the interferometer arms through a fiber
stretcher. The feedback circuitry stabilized the drop function operation, with a
reasonable channel rejection in the range of 10-15 dB. Note that since different
filters were used for each function in this demonstration, with an electrical fil-
ter shaping the transmitter pulses and an optical FFT filter was the pulse shape
within the node, a small mismatch in the pulse shapes was observed, which in
consequence slightly degraded the quality of the interference pattern.
Figure 4.16: Optical spectrum of the BPSK AO-OFDM signal at the input of the
node (black), after one channel was extracted (red) and after the addition of a
new channel at the output of the node (green).
The add function was implemented by adding a third arm to the optical inter-
ferometer. As previously stated, this arm had to be carefully aligned to the two
other arms both in power, polarization, and time. The time delay was set to be
an exact integer number of bits and the polarization alignment was controlled
using a polarization beam splitter at the output of the node. The new channel to
be combined to the OFDM super-channel was generated using the second port
of the pattern generator through a different data modulator to the OFDM trans-
mitter. However, the optical carrier originated from the same laser so the added
channel was well aligned to the freed spectrum after the drop function. Optical
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carrier extraction has been previously demonstrated and could be readily im-
plemented in order to obtain a system with solely an external optical reference
[33]. The output of the TIDE node was consequently a single polarization AO-
OFDM super-channel carrying a new set of information on one of its subcarriers.
Since the matched filter in the coherent receiver closely approximated the ideal
pulse shape the residual crosstalk was low, and no phase control was required
for the add channel.
Figure 4.17: Q2-factor measurement for the five central channels BPSK mod-
ulated: Input (square) and Output after extraction and addition (diamond).
Channel zero carrying new data after extract function. 160k sample per acqui-
sition, statistics over 40 continuous acquisitions.
Performance measurements were taken at the coherent receiver for the AO-
OFDM signal before and after the optical node. Fig.4.17 presents the Q2-factor
measured for the five central channels, the channel labeled no.0 being the one
where the drop and add function occurred. The error bars represent one stan-
dard deviation obtained from 40 measurements of 160k samples and illustrate
the fluctuations in Q2-factor due to residual drop interferometer variations. In
addition, the mean Q2-factor (solid symbols) and the best Q2-factor (open sym-
bols) from these sets of measurement are presented to show the potential of
such scheme if it was integrated and/or fully stabilized. When a new channel
was added in place of the vacant spectrum, penalties where observed due to the
imperfect channel drop. Q2-factor degradations are believed to be due to: (i) a
residual mismatch between the pulse shape of the original and reshaped signals,
(ii) mean phase errors due to phase dithering to stabilize the TIDE node and (iii)
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excess amplified spontaneous emission due to noise sampling and the insertion
loss of the FFT’s and the optical gate. Due to a sharp trade-off experienced dur-
ing WSS profile optimization between under-filtering, resulting in sharp transi-
tions but residual sidebands from the optical gating, and over-filtering, resulting
into slower bit transition and poor interferometric suppression, we believe that
pulse shape matching dominated the performance. Comparing the subplot A)
and E) in Fig.4.9 is a good illustration of the limitation of this first experimen-
tal implementation. The degradation of the reshaped channel can be observed
from the broadening of the transition period in the bit period, along with the
residual crosstalk due to the imperfect demultiplexing filter. The use of higher
FFT order, appropriate transmitter pulse shaping and/or a more versatile WSS
should therefore reduce the observed penalty significantly. The Fig.4.17 insets
display the BPSK constellation diagrams for Q2-factor values for individual mea-
surements close to the average value for each channel. The figure clearly shows
good performance at the output of the TIDE node. As expected, the penalty was
greatest for the wavelength at which channel had been extracted and added,
even if it is interesting to note it remained with considerable margin above the
7% FEC threshold (8.3 dB).
Fig.4.18 presents the BER measured after off-line processing of channels at dif-
ferent points of the TIDE node versus OSNR. The signal to noise ratio was de-
graded before the receiver by attenuating the received power at the input of the
receiver amplifier while the signal optical power was kept constant at 3 dBm
at the photodiode. The "add channel" was the set of new data inserted in the
super-channel to occupy the frequency slot freed by the extraction function, and
so represents the optimum performance of a single channel for this experimental
implementation. The measurements called "OFDM" and "demux" represent the
performance of the central channel contained in the AO-OFDM super-channel
and demultiplexed by two cascaded DLI and a 0.4 nm filter. It is interesting to
notice the identical performance as the adjacent channel crosstalk is still present
after the demultiplexing and thus equally so when embedded. A small improve-
ment in sensitivity was observed for the channel sampled and reshaped as the
gating function inherently removes part of the crosstalk and the reshaping func-
tion is mainly spreading the sampled information from a fraction of the period
to the full bit period. The output of the node was measured with the central
channel, which sees a channel extraction and a channel addition, as well the
two immediate neighbors, situated left and right. Due to the causes described
earlier on, sensitivity degradation was observed for the three channels with a
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greater impact on the central channel. However, measurements show perfor-
mance within the requirement for a 7% FEC algorithm even for an OSNR of 10
dB.
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Figure 4.18: BER measurement in function of OSNR at receiver at different
point of the TIDE node. OFDM: sub-channel to be extracted at the input of the
node (Ch.0, at the center of the super-channel), Add channel: single channel
performance, Demux.: sub-channel being demultiplexed from the superchan-
nel, Gated: sub-channel being optically sampled, Reshaped: sub-channel copy
before the recombination with the super-channel. O/P: performance measure-
ment at the output of the node after the extraction and the add of the central
sub-channel (Ch.0), Ch.±1 are the adjacent sub-channels.
The first experimental implementation [20] of the TIDE node concept was suc-
cessful as it demonstrated the extraction of a BPSK channel from a AO-OFDM
signal, by means of demultiplexing, optical gating and optical reshaping before
its interferometric suppression from a super-channel. While signal degradation
was observed due to FFT function approximation, laboratory environment im-
plementation and penalties inherent to the use of standard discrete devices, it
is remarkable that the performance was maintained above standard FEC correc-
tion mechanisms.
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Whilst the positive result presented in the previous section is encouraging, lit-
tle net benefit is derived from overlapping carriers at the symbol rate if only
one quadrature is used for modulation. While it is clear that the TIDE node
will be compatible with broader super-channels, it is critical that the concept
is compatible with more spectrally efficient modulation formats employing both
quadratures. Here we verify compatibility with QPSK formatted super-channels.
4.4.1 Experimental setup modifications
Figure 4.19: Top: Experimental setup of the QPSK AO-OFDM transmitter (top,
green frame) and of the proposed all optical ROADM with drop and extract
function (bottom, blue frame, path A and B) and emulation of the add function
(middle, orange frame, path C). Polarization controllers and monitoring cou-
plers not pictured for clarity. Black and red lines signify optical and electrical
paths respectively. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, AWG: arbitrary waveform
generator, DL: tunable delay line, Ï: tunable phase shifter, Att.: tunable attenu-
ator, IQ: dual parallel MZM, triangles represent optical or electrical amplifiers.
A small number of minor modifications were applied to the experimental imple-
mentation of the node. In order to minimize the amount of ASE noise generated
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from the amplifier situated in the reshaping arm of the interferometer, all mon-
itor taps were removed before the gating function. In addition, an improved
optical FFT was used for both channel selection and reshaping. The channel
selection was obtained using a cascade of tunable DLI of FSR 20 GHz and 42.8
GHz respectively, and a WDM interleaver of FSR 50 GHz was used to select
a single channel. Although a slight frequency misalignment was unavoidable
in the second (athermal) DLI used, the overall transfer function of the optical
filter offers a large improvement in the channel selection particularly for the
suppression of the channel located at ±40 GHz from the channel selected, as for
Fig.4.20.
Figure 4.20: Spectrum of the QPSK AO-OFDM super-channel at the input of
the node (black) and spectrum of the channel demultiplexed for the reshaping
(red).
4.4.2 QPSK channel reshaping
The reshaping function was obtained by cascading two DLIs, of FSR 20 GHz and
40 GHz, along with a sharp optical filter to remove the additional frequency
components remaining from the incomplete optical FFT function. Similarly to
the improvement observed on the demultiplexing sub-function by the experi-
mental setup modification, the use of the two DLI devices offered a closer ap-
proximation to the FFT function filter shape and thus improved reshaping was
obtained. Fig.4.21 shows the broad spectrum of the RZ-QPSK after the optical
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Figure 4.21: Spectrum of the QPSK channel at the output of the gating function
(black), at the output of the single channel transmitter (blue), and after the
reshaping functions.
gating and the spectrum of the reshaped channel to be extracted as well the
original QPSK channel for comparison. Small over-filtering is observable at the
first and second lobe of the spectrum.
Fig.4.22 shows the eye-diagrams and time trace of the channel to be extracted
at different points of the reshaping path of the extracting interferometer. Sub-
plot 4.22a presents the accumulation of approximatively 20 eye-diagrams over
a two bit period. While the crosstalk is contained within one half of the bit pe-
riod, because of a denser QPSK signal transition point, the optimum sampling
point is more difficult to select than for the BPSK experiment. However, subplot
4.22b shows a clear RZ-QPSK pulse pattern with low unwanted signal. Subplot
4.22c and 4.22d are the time trace, with a horizontal scale of 200 ps/div, of the
"Add" channel acting as reference and the reshaped channel at the same time
position. Despite a slower transition for the reshaped channel, the signal was
properly extracted from the super-channel, sampled and reshaped into a clear
single channel.
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Figure 4.22: Eye-diagram and time trace of the reshaped QPSK channel. a) Eye-
diagram of the demultiplexed QPSK channel (two symbols long time window).
b) Eye-diagram of the sampled QPSK channel (two symbols long time window).
c) Time trace of the QPSK single channel (20 symbols long time window). d)
Time trace of the QPSK reshaped channel (20 symbols long time window)
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4.4.3 All-Optical TIDE node experimental results
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Figure 4.23: Optical spectrum of the QPSK AO-OFDM signal at the input of the
node (black), after one channel was extracted (red) and after the addition of a
new channel at the output of the node (green)..
The TIDE node was completed by adding new data to the channel cleared by
the extract function. For QPSK data, the same optical modulator was used for
the original super-channel and for the channel added, with the add channel
data decorrelated from the super-channel by the path length delay. Fig.4.23
displays the optical spectrum for the input super-channel, the channel drop and
the resulting super-channel with the new channel added. With the assistance of
the second stabilization circuit, the channel suppression was maintained higher
than 10 dB. This is identical to the previous section, since the dither based
feedback loop, based on the suppression of the channel power, is not affected
by the modulation format.
For each data point, the coherent receiver recorded 40 sets of 160k samples
that were processed offline. When receiving a single QPSK channel, the aver-
age Q2-factor measured from the EVM was 21.5 dB. The laser, used both at the
transmitter and at the receiver had a narrow tunable range only allowing the
measurement of the central channel where the drop and add occurred and the
adjacent channels. Fig.4.24 presents the measurement of the super-channel at
the input of the optical node and at its output when the central channel had been
suppressed and new data had been added. Identically to the data in Fig.4.17,
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Figure 4.24: Q2-factor measurement for the five central channels QPSK mod-
ulated: Input (square) and Output after extraction and addition (diamond).
Channel zero carrying new data after extract function. 160k sample per acqui-
sition, statistics over 40 continuous acquisitions.
the main degradation is observed on the central channel. Nevertheless the per-
formance is maintained above FEC limits. Adjacent channels were somewhat
affected but to a lesser extent due to the improved channel reshaping imple-
mented for the quadrature modulation format. The standard deviation of the
Q2-factor results for those channels was also reduced, demonstrating a regime
closer to the optimum orthogonality and hence the independence of one chan-
nel to the other. In this section, improvements were made on the experimental
setup and thus the compatibility of the TIDE node with a dual quadrature mod-
ulated super-channel was experimentally demonstrated.
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In this chapter, the first implementation of an optical node capable of the drop,
add, and extract function compatible with a super-channel of spectrally over-
lapping signals is presented. Extensive simulations have been carried out to
study the feasibility of the scheme as well as the parameters required such as
the pulse width and extinction ratio [17]. The first real-time implementation of
an all-optical node was demonstrated using an AO-OFDM super-channel [20].
Furthermore in order to the confirm the capability of the TIDE node, experi-
mental measurements have been carried out for both single quadrature (BPSK)
and dual-quadrature (QPSK) signal, resulting in performance well above the
standard error-correction algorithm threshold [21]. Further enhancements are
required to study the cascadability of the TIDE node. The limitations due to the
unmatched filtering have been extensively described, as well as the stabiliza-
tion of the setup. However, all the components required are available, such as
FFT-filters based on array waveguide for the matched filter or a full integration
of the gate function and interferometer for the system stability, and simulations
have shown that small penalty (0.8 dB) can be attained per node [18].
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For the investigation of all-optical systems for future optical networks support-
ing multi-terabit super-channels, three schemes were investigated and systems
were developed: Optical comb sources based on electro-optical modulators, all-
optical transmitter with overlapping spectra, and an all-optical node capable of
managing individual channel from super-channel supporting optical link.
The first step was the generation of multiple optical carriers using an optical
comb source based on Mach-Zehnder modulators. While previously reported
techniques based on electro-optic modulators were driven by a single frequency
RF signal [38,49], a multi-harmonic driven modulator was investigated in order
to reduce the overall electrical power and/or the optical device count. A new
concept was successfully developed and experimentally demonstrated using an
electrical comb to generate a 9 line comb of excellent quality using a single op-
tical modulator [10]. Furthermore, in conjunction with the cascaded modulator
technique, a broad rectangular optical comb source was obtained with 36 lines
spaced by a constant 10 GHz. The multi-harmonic comb generator has shown
that large optical combs are obtainable without the need for non-linear fiber ef-
fects [113,114]. In addition, the high number of controls through driving power
and biasing of the modulator allowed for the high quality of the comb demon-
strated and hence mitigated the need for a shaping optical filter commonly used
to exclude unwanted sidebands [36, 115]. Furthermore, the 9 line comb was
obtained using a low power RF drive signal providing a cost-effective and over-
all low power comb source, later confirmed [41]. The multi-harmonic nature
of the RF signal reduces the requirement for high gain and high output power
for the electrical amplifier as well as for the maximum input power that the
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optical modulator can tolerate. Instead of working at the limits of both the elec-
trical and optical devices, the multi-harmonic comb source combines the strong
performance of electronics at frequency lower than few tens of GHz and the
large bandwidth of optical modulators. Finally, the comb generator presented
is highly flexible as individual RF components can be suppressed following the
demand for optical carriers, from 1 to 9 lines by increment of 2 lines, in the
case presented in this work. Associated with a flexible transmitter [116], the
multi-harmonic comb source could hence provide large combination of number
of comb lines and line spacing.
The second part of the work reported focused on the implementation of a trans-
mitter generating experimental super-channel signals. An All-Optical OFDM
super-channel was obtained and tested with single and dual quadrature modu-
lation formats. The transmitter was based on an odd/even multiplexing struc-
ture, with in its core a frequency shift function given by a DP-MZM device [16].
The transmitter implementation allowed for the first demonstration of the op-
tical node for an OFDM super-channel and future testing of different types of
super-channels.
The final part reported the development and first implementation of an op-
tical node capable of managing individual OFDM super-channel components.
Initial simulations were carried out to determine the limitation and require-
ments for the implementation of the Terabit Interferometric Add, Drop, and
Extract multiplexer [17,18]. The first real-time implementation of an all-optical
node was reported for BPSK AO-OFDM [20], before an improved experimental
setup allowed for a dual quadrature modulation format first real-time demon-
stration [21]. This work has shown it is possible to perform in real-time the
functions required of a node (drop, extract, and add), while maintaining the
signal in the optical domain. These two first demonstrations open the way for
higher modulation format and future optical network capable of routing high
spectrally efficiency super-channels. Penalties due to this first experimental im-
plementation were observed, with limitations that have been determined to be
linked to the matched filter coarse approximation, the interferometer fluctua-
tion, and some excess ASE noise. However, the numerical simulations carried
have shown that the penalties are not inherent of the concept and consequently
the TIDE node is capable to route channels embedded into a super-channel. The
next step, requiring the improvement of the matched filters and the interferome-
ter stabilization, is to study and demonstrate the cascadability of the TIDE node
and show that the performance can be maintained over many nodes.
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